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Second Camden Regatta Now In Full Swing, With Maine’s Governor Among The Prize Winners
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WREATH ON

KNOX’S GRAVE

Dedication of Memorial Is Deferred, But Association Does
Not Overlook Sacred Duty
The animal meeting of the Knox ' glorious triumph of their most
Memorial Association. Inc., held yes- ; cherished hopes, will cause the super
terday in the Thomaston Congrega stitious to give full reign to their
fancy.
tional vestry, was marked, by a dis- | Unfortunately I find myself out of
tinct note of sadness due to the re- | touch with most of the year’s activi
cent death of (Sen. Lord, husiband of j ties. as the \^ork of construction,
the association's president; and the ! grading and furnishing the Memorial
is in the hands of efficient commit
bereavement which has come this tees of which' I am not a member.
week to the family of Lois M. •Creigh However. I hope the chairmen of
ton, vice president of tne Associa these committees may be able to
vupp’y in their reports details of
tion.
The duty of presiding over yes service and of construction which by
terday's meeting fell to Frank H. force of circumstances 1 am obliged
Ingraham, one of the vice presidents, to omit.
At our last annual meeting we wit
who directed the transactions in his
nessed the breaking of the ground for
usual able manner.
George B. Mathews. Mrs. Ruth the construction of the Knox Me
Brackett and Mrs. Caroline Tobey morial. This service was performed
were named as a nominating com by Gyrus H. K. Curtis, without whose,
mittee and while they were prepar generous donations the Knox Memo
ing a ildst of officers, the members rial could never have been erected.
listened to the reports. Chief among The service attending the breaking
these jwas the report of fudge Ed of the ground, the address of Chief
ward K. Gould, chairman of the Justice Pattungall. the perfect day
trustees, who cited the year’s de and the imposing assemblage all
velopments in providing the me contributed to making the event
morial to (Jen. Knox anti who ex memorable.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
pressed the Association's deep grati
Soon after the annual meeting,
tude to its bene'faetor. Mr. and Mrs.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis were subsequent the contract, was given to C. S. Henrv
ly voted into life membership in the A- Company. Inc., of Boston, for the
construction of “Montpelier” for
Association.
$88,600. The expenses of purchasing
Judge Gould’s report follows:
the site and architect’s fees carried
To the Knox Memorial Association: — the cost of the enterprise to about
Called in on 24-hours notice to pre $105,000. At that time there was in
sent a report of the transactions of the treasury available funds amount
the Knox Memorial Association for ing to $83,826.44 to meet these de
the year past, 1 can only in the most mands. and the officers were au
casual way present such details as thorized to raise the balance needed
it is possible to assemble in the brief by a loan.
time allotted to me. The death of
Mr. Henry is a native of Thomaston
our beloved and much lamented Gen who has a local pride in the Knox
eral Lord and the deep grief of his Memorial. His bid was $11,000 under
widow, our president, has caused that of the next lowest bidder and
the activities of the presidential he must have carried on the work of
office to devolve upon the senior vice construction at a financial sacrifice.
president, Mrs. Lois M. Creighton, The building is completed or nearlv
and. now. she in turn is incapacitated so and is a monument to the skill
by the death of a dear one. The and thorough workmanship of the
sympathy of all turns in overwhe’m- builder.
Mr. Henry certainly has
ing volume to these grief-stricken put his heart and soul into the con
officers who have labored so long struction of this edifice and the As
and so effectively to accomplish the sociation war fortunate in securing
erection of a fitting memorial to Ma a contractor who had more than a
jor Genera! Knox That they should business interest in the enterprise.
he thus affected on the eve ol' the
The prospect of placing a $25,000
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Thrills and Spills Mark the Opening Day of Camden s

driving force and excellent judg nd Camden Commandery, Knights Smith; building committee and mem
Big Water Show
Templar, with the Rockland Band, bership committee, H. C. Moody;
ment.
In the work of construction. H. C. headed the line and performed escort grounds committee, Miss Margaret
Moody and Arthur J. Klliot of the duty, the Blue Lodge Masons fol Ruggles; house furnishings, Mrs.
When The Courier-Gazette went the outdoors who long ago learned to
building committee have been inde- lowing by twos and in the rear was Kathleen Fuller; publicity and press
i fatigable in the time and attention the Camden High School band head committee. W. O. Fuller; corre to press this forenoon the second accept adventure philosophically.
•they have given to the many details ing the line of grand officers.
sponding secretary, Mrs. Katharine day’s events of the Camden motorThe harbor was thickly enveloped
The procession proceeded through C. Derry.
{that have arisen requiring their atin
fog when Friday morning dawned.
boat
regatta
were
in
progress,
Main
street
and
over
High
street
i tention. Besides giving generously
Plans for the improvement of the ,
watched from the sh'ore by another Canny prophets, to whom fog is “Just
(and In a most public spirited way where honors were rendered the premises were oil exhibition.
| much of the land required for the grand officers as they proceeded • The resolutions in honor of the late big crowd of spectators presenting one darned thing after another”
I site of Montpelier. Mr. Moody has to the place where the corner stone Gen. Heribert M. Lord, adopted by i the colorful picture that summer scanned th*e skies and declared with
! freely contributed of his valuable was to be laid. Seats were reserved the executive hoard, were read, and 1
gowns inevitably make. Unlike yes great certainty that it would “burn
time and good business judgment ti facing the grand officers where the a committee consistnig of Mrs. J. F.
the promotion of the enterprise. Thi< members of the Knox Memorial Cooper, Arthur J. Elliot and Mrs. ; terday. however, there was no boom oft.” This was reassuring, but as the
is also true of Mr. Elliot who through i Association. Inc. and other guests Josephine Walker (presented resolu- { ing of fog signals to spread dismay morning wore on. and the fog signal
the long winter months carried on were seated.
tions of sympathy for Mrs. Creigh- j among the participants. The harbor continued its dismal lament, the
While -the procession was passing, ton.
the work of constructirn and with a
crowd looked askance. It was not
ready command of detail and execu the Paul Revere hell in the belfry of
The election of officers resulted j
until 11 o’clock that the fog lifted,
tive ability of a high order gav the "Old Church on the Hill.” which thus;
and 40 minutes later the signal gun
the Association freely of his time was a gift of Gen. Knox, was rung | President—‘Mrs. Ann Waldo Lord, i
trlding to the impressiveness of the
and talents.
Vice (Presidents—Mrs. Lois M. ,
sounded for the first event in the
It how seems probable that the service. Grand Master Harold E. • Creighton. Frank H. Ingraham. Mrs. j
1930 regatta. The races which were
‘Old Church on the Hill” will come Cook and his associates of the Grand Mary B. ,’ooper and W. O. Fuller.
to have been run during that i»eriod
in for its share of attention and Lodge were in the midst of the
Treasurer—-Mrs. Ella W Dunn.
were postponed until late in the aftwhen linked with ‘‘Montpelier.” will solemn Masonic service of laying the
Chaplain—Mrs. Effie J. Seavey.
be a historic shrine to which thou corner stone when a deluge of rain
‘ ernoon. and the schedule was taken
(Recording and Corresponding Sec
sands will resort for a rejuvenation drove everybody to cover save those retary—-Mrs. -Katharine C. Derry.
up chronologically.
of their patriotic souls. We can con ngaged in the ceremony who conRegistrar—Miss Hortense B. Wil
The beautiful yacht Lyndonia was
fidently look forward to the dedica * inued to the end.
Those who remained adjourned to son.
placed
at the disposal of the officials,
tion next year as a red letter day in
Librarian—Miss Harriet Williams.
Knox County history, and an even’ ilie "Old Church” where Grand Mas
who were headed by Commodore
Curator—Mrs.
Blanche
Waldo
that will rejoice the hearts of that ter Cook delivered an admirable ad Ayers.
l< harles H. Chapman, editor of Monoble hand of workers in the Knox dress. The Rockland Band played
-Custodian—Mrs. Nan B. -Higgs.
|tor Boating Magazine ami chairman
Mem rial Association who have “car- The Star Spangled Banner.” Rev.
Auditor—-Miss Rita C. Smith.
Of the A.P.B.A. racing committee, as
| ried on” these many years that a Mr. Walsh, the chaplain of the Grand
Trustees — Edward
K.
Gould,
suitable memorial to Gen. Knox I, dge pronounced the benediction, chairman :^W. O. Fuller. William G.
referee. Commodore "Bill” Eldrige
ind the audience dispersed as best
j might be built.
| of Nexv York had charge of the flags.
Washburn.
J.
W.
Hupper.
Josephine
As is well known it seemed best to it could in the driving rain which I’ W.ilki-r. Jarvi- C. I’- iiv. Will- ini
I Burton Clark was chairman of the
i defer the dedication of Montpelier for showed no mercy either to the
H. Fisher and Harry C. Moody.
race committee, and Ch'arlie Krim
another year, until the house is com plumes of the Knights Templar or
Committees—Membership and Sub
pletely furnished, the grounds graded ■ the tall silk hats of the grand offi
acted as radio announcer.
Other
scription,
Harry
C.
Moody,
chair

and beautified, and. it is hoped, the cers.
members
of
the
party
included
Wil
man:
Ways
and
Means,
Harry
C.
I congratulate you that it has
“Old Church” restored.
Moody, chairman; publicity and press.
liam Crosby, editor of the Rudder
There are no doubt gifts to the As- -pen your privilege to see a stately i
Judge E. K. Gould, Who Delivered
Mrs. I^ois M. Creighton, chairman,
Magazine; Ira Hand, Edw. J. Grady,
! sociation that should be acknowl- • nd beautiful “Montpelier” arise in
Report of the Trustees
I edged in this report, hut I do not ill its glory on the heights overlook- j and W. O. Fuller.
As the concluding act of the an
know them all. and It seems unjust ing the Georges River, so much be
Harold S. Corthell, Chairman of the
(Continued on Page Four)
“rose up and called him blessed.'' , to mention some and omit others loved by Gen. Knox. That after nual meeting a wreath was placed on • Camden Regatta Committee, Who
the
grave
of
(Jen.
Knox
by
J.
C.
|
slumbering
"unknown,
unhonored
and
■
equally
generous.
Without Mr. Curtis the dreams about
Has Worked Much and Slept Little
Next year full credit will no doubt unsung” in his humble grave in Pqrry. Associated w’ith him on that i Since He Accepted That Responsi YOUR FAVORITE POEM
a suitable Memorial, to General
vonder
cemetery
for
124
years,
at
committee
were:
Mrs.
Ralph
Ayers.
|
j
lie
given
to
,all
donors
by
the
presi

Knox would never be realized.
bility
If I had to live my life again 1 would bare
The work zof grading the grounds dent in the report she will then he last his name and fame are duly Mrs. Winfield Brackett, Percy E.
made a rale to read some poetry and listen
onored
for
all
time
by
this
impos

Derntnons,
Cnpt.
Arthur
J.
Elliot
able
to
render.
and beautifying the surroundings of
to some music at least once a week. The
ing memorial, so worthy of his dis Judge E. K Gould of Rockland. Harry
Montpelier is now in full swing, as is
Laying Corner Stone
was entirely free fiom mist, and Mt. loss of these tastes Is a loss of happlnett.—
Charles Darwin.
also the task of furnishing the in ; The corner stone of the Knox Me- tinguished services and achieve- C. Moody of Belmont, Mass., and
Battie rose in the background sharply
'
aients.
Thomaston,
Mrs
Fred
G.
Overlock,
terior. Miss Margaret Ruggles is the I moria^ was laid on Sept. 17. 1929 by
SWEET AND TWENTY
Edward K. Gould.
regent of General Knox Chapter
outlined against an azure sky. The
very capable chairman of the grounds I the Grand Lodge of Maine, F.&A.M
(> mistress mine, where are you roaming?
Chairman
of
the
Trustees.
Daughters
of
the
American
Revolu

committee and is bringing to this All the Blue Lodges of the !)th Maspecial weather order sent in by the
0. stay and hear' your true love’s coming.
• * * ♦
tion. 'Mrs. Charles W. Sheldon, re- That can slug both high and low:
work her admirable talents along thi^ I s< nic District had been invited and
regatta committee had been heeded. | Trip
no further, pretty sweeting;
gent
of
Lady
Knox
Chapter
of
Rock'
Other
reports,
all
of
which
were
line, while Mrs. Kathleen Fuller, as j there was a large attendance, both
;
Journeys
end in lovers meeting.
Yesterday’s races were replete with
chairman of the committee on fur ! of the Masonic fraternity and the I listened to with a great deal of in- i land, J. Walter Strout, Mrs. Levi
Every wise man's son doth know.
thrills
due
to
the
close
competition
in
‘
Seavey.
Nfrs.
John
O.
Stevens
of
nishing. is proving herself a tower , citizens generally. A banquet for I terest, were: Treasurer, Mrs. Elk*
Wlmt is love? 'tis not hereafter:
of strength in the difficult and im the Grand Lodge officers was pro W. Dunn; hank treasurer, W. G | Rockland, and Mrs. John E. Walker. several classes, an upset, a collision,
Present mirth hath present laughter;
portant task assigned to her. That vided at the Knox Hotel prior to the Washburn for the Thomaston Na | A tiring aquad of eight men. under and a speed boabrunning wild. Amid
What's to come is still unsure:
the
command
of
Capt.
Russell
Gray
In
delay there lies no plenty :
the interior of Montpelier will he a ceremonies. Then a procession was tional Bank; registrar. ‘Mlrs. Horit all one of the calmest was the gov 1 Tin n come kiss me. swcet-iuid-tweiity !
]
was
furnished
by
Battery
F
of
Thoin“thing of beauty and a joy forever” I formed in front of the Masonic Hall. tense Wilson; curator, Mrs. Blanch
(
Youth's
a stuff will not endure
ernor of the State, a great lover of
aston,
will be due in large measure to her Clarcffiont Commandery of Rockland Waldo Ayers; auditor, Miss Ruth
r-WUllam Slukcfcpcaro,

mortgage on the building and thus
burdening the enterprise with debt
at its very inception, caused serious
concern to some of our officers, and
there were those who questioned the
business judgment of so doing. Mr.
Curtis came to the rescue in his
characteristic manner, and on Christ
mas Day. 1929, sent the Association
his check for $25,000. which dispelled
our financial doubts and fears, and
solved the problem of necessary
funds. Those burdened with the
responsibilities of this enterprise

I
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The Courier-Gazette
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
OR oath declared that he Is Pressman In tht
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of July ,24, 1930, there was
printed a total of 6335 copies.
Before tne,

STATE CAMPAIGN

BONNEVS NAME

“GIL”

PATTEN’S

Every-Other-Day

1930

NEW VENTURE

Will Begin First Week In Cannot Appear On Septem
August, National Commit

ber Ballot As Republican

tee Cooperating

Nomination

Camden’s Talented and Versatile Author Is To Launch a
Group of Magazines—Scoffs At “Hard Tirtes” Talk

FRANK B. MILLER.

Notary Public.

The Lord is my light and my sal
vation; whom shall 1 fear? The Lord
is the strength of my life; of whom
shall I be afraid?—Psalm 27:1.

Th'e Republican State campaign
To the question referred to him
probably will start in Sagadahoc whether Frederick D. Bonnes' of
County the first week in August, after Rangeles’ can have his name appear
the special legislative session, it was on the regular election ballot as
indicated at a meeting in the Augusta : candidate for Congress from the SecHouse Tuesday night of the Republi- ond District under the designation
tan State Committee.
| "Republican Nomination Papers.” AtThe moot question of the whirlwind , torney General Robinson has made
campaign as opposed to county and ! the answer “no.”
class meetings was left undecided , Bonney had filed petition asking
after a prolonged discussion, repre- I that his name go on the ballot under
sentatives from the smaller younties , the foregoing designation, the petiexpressing themselves in favor of the tion being signed by about 600 voters
former method and those from the of Franklin County.
Donald B.
larger counties apposing it. All coun Partridge of Norway, the Republican
ties were agreed however, that they nominee for representative to Con
would want Gov. Gardiner, candi gress from the Second District, filed
date to succeed himself, and Repre with ihe Secretary of State a protest
sentative White, candidate for the against the name of Mr. Bonney ap
United States Senate, to campaign in pearing on the ballot as petitioned for
their district for at least one or two by him. on the ground that the party
days.
designation as chosen by Bonney
Liberal assistance from the Na would tend to confuse the voters.
tional Republican Committee was
Secretary of State Smith' referred
promised by James II. MacClafferty. the protest to Attorney General Rob
former United States Representa inson who says:
tive from California, who came from
"My opinion is that you may prop
headquarters at Washington. D. C.. erly disregard those papers and omit
to explain to the Maine Committee Mr. Bonney's name from the official
what is expected of the G.O.P. in I ballot. It seems to me that the three
this State in the coming election.
: words Republican Nomination Paper'
A sweeping Republican victory in are legally insufficient as a party
Maine would be vastly encotfiaging to designation under R. S. Chap. 6, Sec.
the party in other States. Mr. Mac 38, because they tend to confuse the
Clafferty said, adding that plenty of voter by their resemblance to the
help in the way of speakers and in proper designation of papers circulat
formation demonstrating the benefit ed prior to a primary election by can
of the new tariff law. Republicans didate seeking a place on the regular
throughout the country are confident Republican Primary ballot.
of winning a majority in the next
House of Representatives, Mr. Mac“BIG MAN’S BOAT”
Clafferty assured the Maine party
leaders.
A small child's desire to have the
Republican State Committee Head “big mans in the boat" come close
quarters will be opened in the State and wave to her prevented Art Sm'th
Building in Portland next Monday, it and Mel Kaestle. holders of the world
was announced at the afternoon ses outboard endurance record, from con
sion.
State Committee Chairman tinuing to even greater records
Daniel F. Field of Phillips will be in July 1,3.
charge and his executive secretary
The two Cleveland men. who drove
will be his nephew. Donald Field, a their sea horse powered knockabout
senior at Harvard University.
continuously for 118 hours and 49
Definite arrangements for the Na minutes to gain the record, were pre
tional Committee’s participation in vailed upon by a friend to come as
the pre-election rallies will be made close as possible to the child.
at once, as Chairman Field and Na
The bottom of the boat scraped on
tional Committeeman Joseph W a submerged piling.
The motor,
Simpson of York will go to Washlng- which had 'been running smoothly,
ton Wednesday to confer with the i was tilted up and the carburetor
officials at National Headquarters.
* caught on the clamps holding the mo
Representative White told the com tor to the boat. This shut off the
mittee that he would he completely throttle and killed the engine before
at its disposal from now until election Smith could tilt the motor back.
day. Gov. Gardiner said that he
An attempt to break the new record
would not be able tc devote his entire will probably be made within a few
time to the campaign but that he will days by Robert Kahl. He expects to
be as active as his duties of office will start out alone to establish a world
permit.
solo record.

(By Roy Crandall)

"Excuse my smile." said the tall sheets and locked in the bureau
man with the curly white hair, "hut drawer.
“In those days street car conductors
the Chase National Bank has just
stood on the exposed front plat
Issued a statement showing total re form of the little cars in hail, snow
The^earthquake in Italy, with its
sources in excess of two billion. Six and rain, for there were no vesti
attendant loss of life and the accom
hundred and seventy million dollars. bules. They carried two meals a day
panying destruction of property and
Two other banks show more than two in a basket or a pall and ate on the
cars, for they worked fourteen hours
human suffering, arouses the Instant
and one half billion each, and 7316 a day. And the wage was $5.80 a
sympathy of the world. These are
savings hanks report more than eight week—not a day.
a brave and hardy people, the Italians,
and one-half billion dollars on de
■ Mv own first job—and I was
posit, with a gain of eighty millions husky, six feet tall, and a full grown
tvho for centuries have lived on in the
in
ninety
days.
Those
are
the
savings
man at seventeen—war in a machine
face of recurrent disaster from sub
of the so-called poorer classes, re shop. Eleven hours a day, for which
terranean forces and have refused to
member. Share values are rising, 90 cents was the wage.
/
be driven away. Whether eur own
crop outlooks are good and more
Believe it or not. I recall the mad
jobs are filled each day.
local region finds itself personally
cheers of approval that used to come
We haven't any hard times—and from the galleries in the burlesque
in touch with the disaster is not yet
we haven't had har^ times in many theatres when a then well-known
apparent. The great earthquake of
years."
singer roared forth the song-hit of
1B08 found here several families who
This was certainly crystalized op that period—a hit because it conveyed
timism. but it was allowable because a great truth. The title and refrain
had cbnnectlon with relatives in
the speaker couldn’t be anything bu' was. 'A Dollar a Day is Damn Fine
Messina. And now, as was then the
an optimist; for he is the creative Pay for Any Working Man.'
case, w<B find ourselves linked up
writer who gave tiiat college athlete
"And
that wasn't
Capitalistic
through the activities of the Ameri
hero, "Frank Merriwell,” to the propaganda, either. It was a sincere
youthful readers of the past quarter appreciation on the part of the
can Red Cross, whose work of relief
century. Of course Frank was a worker, because at Ihte time a d liar
has instantly been set operating in
dyed-in-the-wool optimist from the was 'damn fine pay.'
the stricken zone. Thus the Knox
very dawn of his fictional birth.
....
County Branch is privileged to do
I said the author of Frank Mcrrl"So why talk about hard times now.
well was speaking.
Yes. Gilbert when our land is a tilted and over
its bit, which should be a source of
Patten, the writer. The name will flowing cornucopia of plenty? I besatisfaction to every citizen asso
undoubtcdlv come as a surprise to :iPve wIth the late j pIerpont Morciated with it.
thousands. for the Merriwell tales gan that the business man who ceases |
appeared under the name of "Burt L. t0
a bu|] on tbe vrfited states lacks
Standish." and it was only within a , visiop. I also agree with the recently
A Woman's Republican Club will
circle of writers, editors and other published views of Henry Ford that
be a fine auxiliary to the activities
friends that the truth was known that [he wealth of the Nation's resources
qf the campaign that opens the
behind the shadowy "Standish" was and th(, skilI and progressiveness of
an ardent baseball fan and fisherman j the manufacturer makes continued
coming month. The women voters of
named 'Gil Patten.
financial depression unthinkable.
our city have in th'e past proved a
* *
“I've given deep consideration to
Today Mr. Patten is busier than the facts, and I've arrived at the detower of strength to the Republican
when he was writing a complete : cision that it is an ideal time to inparty and their continued coopera
20.000 word Merriwell novel every traduce my new product. If I didn't
week. But he lsn t writing now. He see the psychological moment at mv
tion in political work is highly desir
is boosting Uncle Sam’s prosperity, very elbow I'd postpone bringing out
able. The meeting called for next
and so firm is his belief in a present my magazines indefinitely.
The
betterment in business and an early American people are too much at
Wednesday to form such a club will,
further improvement that he is now tuned to large incomes and generous
we are convinced, find cordial sup
at work up n five new magazines expenditures long to endure a cur
which he will launch in the earlv tailment of anything i.hey have 'been
port from the adherents of this politi
fall. accustomed to or anyithdng they de
cal faith.
He has decided to put aside the pen sire. and I do not fear the future.
of the author to take up the blue
“That’s all I have to say on eco
What about the office loung^? Old
pencil of the editor.
nomics and Uncle Sam's fine condi
It
was
a
pessimistic
realtor
who
er citizens doubtless recall the
tion, 'bin my faith proves my opti
tarted Patten off upon his h'obby by mism, and I want to chide you mild
period when the furniture equipment
saying: “Mr. Patten, do you think
ly for your gentle little slam about
of the professional man's office was
the time is ripe to launch so import
Frank Merriwell's 'father' being even
ant an enterprise? These are hard
incomplete unless It Included one of
more optimistic than Frank himself.
imes. you know.”
them—“sofy” was the colloquial
Frank's opjimism was never any
Mr. Patten’s quick rejoinder was
thing but the reflection of my own.
term. The lawyer's office had its
his quotation of the Bank Statements.
He was a figment of my brain, an J
sofy, and so did the room at the
He continued thus:
therefore he merely mirrored my own
Because I’m a congenital optimist
rear of the bank where the directors
thoughts.
THE NEW WOOLWORTH STORE
—also, perhaps, becau.se I have a
met and the officers of the institution
• • • •
long memory—I deny the hard times.
conferred cautiously with a pros
"I
see
naught
ahead but a return
I doubt if you are old enough ,to
to all thai: was lost in last fall’s
pective borrower of funds. Mostly
Contract For Remodeling Spofford Block Goes To Pough realize what hard times really mean. financial ‘flop.’ Feeling that way, I
I heard a manufacturer of chemicals
these sbfys were covered with a car
so piteouslv bewail his poverty, eight shal ,Iaunch “ ffrouP ot marines as
keepsie Firm—What Is Contemplated
pet material, occasionally varied with
inonths ago. that I almost feared he (>ulck'>' ,as ,h« Preliminary can he
leather, which carried a note of
was going to touch me for enough attended to. I have decided in de
business aristocracy, as In the case
money to buy a cup of coffee. His I tail u»°n the nature
the group
The contract for remodeling Spof Jobe. Freer of Poughkeepsie who is condition almost made my heart ble' I and the names of the magazines.
el a bank or a professional man who
"First there wifi be the Pocket
had achieved special distinction. ford block, recently sold to F. W. now putting the finishing touches to after he had told me he had be- n
Woolworth & Co. has been awarded a similar Job for the Woolworths in offered three hundred thousand dollars Magazine, then Swift Story Maga
We are writing of the Rockland of fo George D. Campbell, Inc., of Syracuse, X. Y.
worth of bonds at what he had c«»n* zine. with Human iLives, All Sports
Mr. Campbell told a Courier-Ga sidered an attractive figure but and the £)lme Novel to follow. I’ll
three-score, years back. Thirty years Poughkeepsie, N. Y, lowest bidder
ago the offices in the federal building among the seven firms which compet zette reporter yesterday that it is couldn’t take them because he was have two of them ready for the
not the intention of the owners to spending a million dollars on factory stands, stores and trains not later than
ed for the job.
conformed to the custom in furnish
The preliminary work is already in make any alterations to the second enlargement! Today he’s probably Sept. 13, and the remaining three
ing, brought over from remoter times, progress and will begin In full earnest story at present. The Woolwwrth
will follow within a month.
still talking hard times.
a group of dilapidated representa next Monday. As the contract calls Company is to occupy the stores va
“Why wait for ano her season?
....
Your
tives that some time ago went into for the completion of the task in cated by Burpee & Lamb and C. E.
“You know everything is relative— The good season is here.
seven weeks it will be Seen that no Daniels.
r.erely a matter of comparison Men query brings to mind James Ford's
the governmental junk pile. Have time Is to be lost.
The partition which now separates who actually believe times are hard delightful comedy of a quarter cen
any of those office lounges survived
Mr. Campbell arrived in the city them will be removed and a new
today b-Iieve It because they compare tury ago, The Chorus Lady.' Maggie
the modern change in business yesterday arranging for the sub-con maple floor laid. The store will have present conditions with that spell of Pepper was a chorus lady. She
tracts, which will give local concerns plastered walls and a metal ceiling,
bewildering inflation we had under possessed worldly wisdom and a I
customs?
a nice little slice of the money to be the changes providing, incidentally,
She proved this
Coolidge for a cpuple of years. There caustic tongue.
expended The local contractors will for a floor space of 3200 square feet.
were then more Jobs than men, and when a pessimist said to her: 'Gee!
No Itiase of this summer's group be W. T. Smith, plumbing, heating
A standardized Woolworth front
wages reached ahn< rmal heights. The This has been a had season.’
visits to France by the gold star and gas fixtures; Central Maine will be in evidence with two recessed
“ 'It’s always a had season for a
conditions of that madly extravagant
mothers has sounded a more particu Power Company, electrical equip tiled entrances and expansive plate epoch were unnatural. Yet that is bad show,’ was Maggie’s sage an
lar note of interest than the visit this ment; W. H. Glover Company, mis glass windows. The present granite what men measure by today. It's not swer. Giving her truth a reverse
will be replaced by iron beams and
cellaneous.
angle, it can be interpreted as mean
a fair ccntparlson.
week of the Negro mothers whose
The work will be superintended by lally steel columns.
“I feel sarcastically inclined when ing, ‘It’s always a good season fpr a
sons were" sacrificed In the great
I hear such wails. Why should any good show.’ So why isn't this a very
war. When they reached Paris they
i nesday with friends at Newagen Inn. body in the United States talk of hard good season for some very good
MARTINSVILLE
Boothbay Harbor.
received enthusiastic greeting, and
times when at least thirty millions magazines?"
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson of are riding In luxurious motor cars
Mrs. Emma Parsons of Boston is
th© news story adds:
Peabody, Mass., and Mrs. Arthur
FOOD FOR FOUR
Many of their own people had visiting her sister Mrs. Clarence : Tucker of Warren. Mass., are at the each day. and when bank deposits are
increasing in spite of the fact that
gathered to welcome them amd there Dwyer.
I Anchorage. Mr. and Mrs. Allen of American tourists Will spend eight The Current Prices Make It Possible
also were several hundred French
Mr. and Mrs. Eager of Toronto Westfield. Mass., were their guests
hundred million dollars in European
For Them To Live On $13.72 a
and Americans to cheer the fifty-five were at the Leonard cottage for July. the past week.
Week
women as they came out of the
Miss Eleanor Healey of New York t Friends are all pleased to know travel in 1930. Three hundred million
more
will
be
spent
by
them
in
visita

Invalides Station. For the first time Is a guest of her sister Mrs. Roscoe j that J. W. Hupper who is at Knox
tions
to
Canada,
and
probably
that
A family of four may eat well this
•there was music at the station for Hupper.
j Hospital Is improving.
much more in visiting our own summer for $13.72 a week, according
the mojnthers. As the group left
Miss Caroline Alden of Bayonne. N.
recreation
places!
Our
girls
dress
in
to a summer food budget based on
the train, a jazz band on the side J., is occupying the McIntire home
Larson-Jacobson
silks, and millions of homes are current prices, made public by the
walk struck up "Onward Christian stead.
John J. Larson, son of Oscar Lar equipped with electric lights, gas American Research Foundation.
Soldiers." Then the “Star-Spangled
The ladies’ circle meets with Mrs. son of Quincy, Mass., and Miss Anna
"An average of $13.72 a week spent
Banne»" and the “Marseillaise." Celeste Harris July 31. The annual Jacobson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs ranges, costly electrical refrigera
tion, and nearly all have hath tubs.
for food will provide the family of
when it was given a touch of jazz. fair will be held Aug. 15.
Slwan Jacobson of St. George were
"I well recall the time in whqt four with all the nutritional elements
A dozen Negro cabaret girls put a
Mrs. Amy Marshall of Arlington. married at the Glenmere Baptist par
star on each member of the gsoup Mass., with her daughter Mrs. Eliza sonage July 2, by. Rev. Ruth E. were considered fairly prosperous necessary to physical being and yield
and then did shuffling time on the beth Easton and Miss Martha Easton Walsh. The single ring service was communities when houses were light intriguing summer menus,” asserts
ed with kerosene lamps, heat was a bulletin from the foundation. Many
sidewalk during the jazz pieces.
are at their summer home on the used and the young couple were at obtained by burning wood in waste
staples are from 20 to 40 per cent
Ridge.
tended by the bride’s sister, Miss ful stoves, and if there was any silk below their 1929 prices while fresh
The service clubs of Maine benefit
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Allen and daugh Llsen Jacobson. They will reside in in the house it Was mother's one silk
fruits and vegetables offer chances to
in special degree during the vacation ter Joan of New York were recent St. George.
dress—and that was pinned between Ifim tidy sums off the food budget."
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roscoe
season that attracts hither men and
Hupper.
USED BOOTLEG WHISKEY
women who have attained dis
Mrs. Orbeton of Rockland is a
tinctipn in various fields of endeavor. gifcest of Miss Mildred Baehelder.
Here’s one for the Humane so
Mrs. Mary Jones is at her home ciety nnd prohibition enforcement
This received Illustration yesterday
for
the
summer.
officers.
at the luncheon hour of the local
G. K. Marshall (Kib) with his son
A sportsman near San Francisco
Rotary Club, in the person of Dr, Donald and family are in town.
recently was driving a sea horse mo
William Sharpe of New York and
Guests of Mrs. Nelson Gardner at tor. outboard machine for propelling
Rockland, the distinguished special the Wayside are Mr. ar.d Mrs. Rupert boats, and ran out of gas. He poured
ist In brain surgery. His story of Moore and daughter Shirley of Wor a quart of bootleg whiskey, so the
cester , Miss Florence McIntire of
the airways visit made last winter Malden. Mrs. Rigby and Miss Eliza story goes, Into the tank. The motor
responded to cranking, and carried
This institution is in business to aid the aver
to the republics of South America beth and Richard Rigby of Cam the boat for a distance of three miles.
by a group of distinguished Ameri bridge, Mr. and Mrs. George Eaton
age, family to obtain the benefits of home own
THE USEFUL OUTBOARD
can surgeons was an absorbing and daughter ofWaltham. Mass., Mrs.
ership. This natural and praiseworthy longing
Stanley Chase of Niagara Falls. N. Y.
narrative of what is being achieved Mr. and Mrs. Carlin of Everett, Mass.
The outboard motor, long a pleas
to build or buy is one that can become a reality
In the line of medicine and surgery
Edward Chaples has had his house ure craft, can now add another utilLy
use
to
its
growing
list,
according
to
shingled,
the
work
being
done
by
to Solidify the bonds that unite this
through the cooperation of the Loan and Build
information received by the Johnson
country with her sister republics of Charles Johnson.
Company.
Tbe
motors,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyson Coffin and son Motor
ing Association in enabling the individual to
the Pan American group.
equipped with an electric blower, has
of Cambridge are in town.
finance this important venture. Call into our
Clyde Landers and Miss Lucy Har been used successfully by the United
The visits of Governor Gardiner to mon of Waltham. Mass., spent the States Public Health Service to spray
office
and determine our willingness and facili
our city are always welcomed. He weekend with Mr. Lander’s mother poison dust over the surface of still
waters to kill mosquito larvae.
at
the
Gardner
homestead.
ties to assist you to become your own landlord
drops in on occasion without any
Rev. and Mrs. Cornelius Greenway,
flourish of trumpets, has a friendly and daughter of New York were
on
easy terms. Interest is never more than 6/r.
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
greeting for those with whom he guests Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs.
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
There
are no bonus charges, and the only ex
comes in contact and goes away Herbert Pierson
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
Mrs.
Charles
Whitmore
and
chil

when
pense of securing a loan is a small fee for mak
leaving the impression that he has
dren of Rockland are at J. W. Hup
enjoyed being here. The informality per’s bungalow for the summer.
ing and recording papers. The monthly pay
METHYL BALM
of it all makes contrast with those
Miss Marjorie Hupper spent Wedwill bring almost instant relief?
ments in most cases are even less than rent.
earlier times when a coming to town
A scientifically compounded ex
NOTICE
Isn’t this worth looking into?
of the Governor of the State was set
Notice Is Hereby Given that Richard E.
ternal application that should be
about with ceremonies that fre Maixk-ll of rriiomaston, in the County of Knox ' in every home. Sold only at
and State of IMaine. has made application to
quently verged upon the portentous. the Maine Board of Rar Examiners for exami
Johnston’s DrugStore
foE admission to the har of the State 1
Office 18 School Street
We prefer the democratic good-fel nation
of alne at the session of the Board to he held , 73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
at
Portland,
Maine,
on
the
first
Wednesday
lowship of the modern style exem
Opposite Postoffice
Rockland, Maine
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
of August, A. P. 1930.
ssstr
plified in the easy frankness of Wm.
PHILIP
CLIFFORD.
75 cents
Secretary of the Board. I
«2tf
Tudor Gardiner.
July 24, 1030.
80 aud 02-933 I

Rockland Loan &
Building Association

24,000 MILES
IN A YEAR
... and the only ex
pense was 75c for a
shock absorber link
and 50c for a new
rubber for the wind
shield wiper
Enthusiastic letters about the
Ford car arrive daily from every part
of the world. The following is typi
cal of a great number received.
“Just a word regarding our ex
perience with the Model A Ford.
“We purchased the car January 7,
1929. In the first twelve months it
was driven more than 24,000 miles
over all kinds of roads and in all
kinds of weather, from the nearly
impassable roads we had in the
spring of 1929 through burning
heat. Also through the heaviest of
rainstorms where many cars were
dead and had to sit on the roadside
until they were dried out and pulled
in. and through deep snow.

“The valves were ground at
twenty thousand miles and appar
ently the car was running perfectly
at that time, but some of the service
men thought it would be advisable
to grind them. Inspection of the
motor at that time showed it to be in
perfect condition.
“The only expense we have had is
75c for a shock absorber link and
50c for a new rubber for the wind
shield wiper.
“The car has given an average
better than twenty miles to the gal
lon of gas. We are well pleased with
the performance of the Model A
Ford rar and believe it is the most
economical car there is on the
market.”
Thousands of other Ford owners
in every part of the world report the
same satisfactory service and econ
omy of operation and up-keep. In
comfort, safety, speed, power, in
beauty and reliability — in every
thing that goes to make a good
automobile—the new Ford is a
value far above the price you pay.

NEW FORDOR
SEDAN
A roomy, comfortable
car.
Ease of control
makes it an especially
good choice for the wo
man motorist. Ito low
cost of operation and
op-keep will save you
many dollars each year.

Ford Motor Company

mitted to membership to make a full j Assistant Scoutmaster Aylward pre
troop, after which a more regular vious to time of Scout meetings,
attendance at troop meetings will be I Scoutmaster Whitehill wishes to
Supper Hike Monday Night required of all Scouts. The penalty 1 remind the boys at this time of the
will be dismissal from the troop, ex- i importance of their passing tests be—Troop Well Represent-, cept when excuses are given to Junior j tween now and opening of school.

TROOP TWO TOPICS

ed At Scout Camp
Weather permitting. Troop 2 will j

leave the Methodist Church at 5.30 1
Monday night on a supper hike to
th© beach, accompanied by their
Scoutmaster. Scouts arc advised to
be prepared to pass tests.
The next meeting after this will
be held at TYobp 2 ’headquarters,
Aug. 18. There will be do meetings
the first two weeks in August.
Troop 2 is well represented at
Scout Camp Meccadacut this year,
having several Scouts on the staff of
officers as well as many boys at the
camp.
Troop 2 no\v numbers 30 registered
Scouts. Two more boys may be ad

SEE AND (EAR

The New

FRESH
Every Morning
Our Produce Is Fresh From the Garden
Every Morning

FRUITS AND FANCY VEGETABLES
HIGHEST QUALITY—ABSOLUTELY FRESH

Hanley & Brown
RadioPhonograph

WHOLESALE PRODUCE
Tillson Ave.

Rockland

Tels. 1235—1236
86-88

Combination
Complete with Tubes

SOOTHES ALL PAIN

$162

Don’t Suffer with Headaches, Loss of Sleep, Rheumatic or Neuralgic
Pains—Take

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
632 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 466-W
'

87-90

BALLARD’S

HEADACHE

TABLETS

No Opiates, Morphine, Chloral or Cocaine. No bad after effects.
Tablets in Neat Box. Insist on Ballard's.
/

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 26,

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
.Inly 28-Klttredge concert, Universalist
Church.
, « a
July 29 Opening entertainment In (am(ten
concert cqurse, at Camden Opera House.
July 30—Annual fair of Ladles’ Aid M. E.
Church. Rockport.
July
Republican Women meet In Temple
hall a 7.30 p. m.
July 30--Summer fair and supper given by
the Woman's Auxiliary of St. Peter’s Churchy
Aug. 4-6 New Waterville Fair.
Aug. ;» Knox County 0. E. S. Field Day at
Penobscot View Grange hall.
Aug. 5—Special session of Legislature con
venes.
Aug. I—' The Old Teabody Pew” at the
Hope Corner ( Inirch.
Aug. 6—Washington, at Grange hall, mid
summer sale of tbe Community and Guild.
Aug. « Rockport. Baptist Midsummer fair.
Aug. 10 Ash 'Point, Old Timers’ reunion at
Girin’s Point.
,
Aug. 11 Al G. Barnes’ circus In Rockland.
Aug. 12-14 New Belfast Fair.
Aug. 14 Owl s Head Church fair.
Aug. 14 State held meeting of die Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at the Knox
Arboretum.
...
,
Aug. 15—Martinsville, annual fair And
Ruppcr of Ladles’ Circle at grange hall.
Aug. 15 Annual Field Day of Three-Quarter
Century Club at Waterville fair grounds.
(Note change in date.]
Aug. 20—Vhoraastou’8 fair.
Aug. 26-28- Hancock County Fair, Ells
worth.

TO THE

Republican Women of Rockland
A meeting will be held Wednesday, July 30, at 7.30, in Temple Hall

fof the purpose of organizing the women of this city into a club with political

and civic interests.
thies, is invited.

Everybody, men and

The women themselves will, of course, work out the details

etc.

Republican City Committee,

John M. Richardson, Chairman,

William A. Glover, Sec.-Treas.

tor cars.
The Ladies’ Aid of Cushing will
Frank ft. Newton, distrfet superin
serve one of its suppers ut the Town
tendent for F. iW. Woolworth & Co. is
House next Tuesday at 6, daylight.
In the city. In company wilh George
Captain Oeorge W. Snow amt fam W. Gay, the local manager, he made
ily, who have been visiting Hrs. a flight last night in the dirigible
Jennie AV. .Bird, left this morning for Neponset.
Miami. Fla.
Rockland’s older baseball fans
■■ —
Six new members of the State heard with much regret this week ot
High'way Police have been assigned the death ot Harry iP. Buchanan at
to the various districts.
Frank Camden. The deceased was a mem
Killings of Calais will have the run ber of the Camden locals for quite a
between Itockland and Augusta, and number of years, and a very capa
will have headquarters in this city, ble first baseman. He was also well
being attached to Lieut. Cushman's known to local ship-workers.
staff.
Democratic State and Congres
The dirigible Neponset arrived yes sional candidates attended a county
terday, and was a much' admired ob committee meeting in the City Gov
ject. sailing gracefully around in the ernment rooms ^Thursday. Among
sky. Those who have had rides in those also in attendance were the
tlie eraft are very enthusiastic about Slate chairmen, John H. Dooley, and
it. The dirigible will be in Rockland the national committeewoman. Mrs.
over Sunday, and makes its head Helen C. Donohue, both of Portland.
quarters at the Curtiss-Wright flying
The annual meeting of the Maine
field.
Elks’ Association was held in Port
The Sunshine Society will meet land Wednesday when Wilfred Perry
Monday afternoon nt the home of of Augusta was chosen to the presi
Mrs. Minnie Miles, 31 Ocean street dency. Albert C. Jones of Rockland
for a picnic supper. Mrs. Miles will and Alden IW. Allen ot Millinocket
provide baked beans and coffee and (formerly of Camden) were among
guests are requested to take dishes, the three vice presidents elcted.
and those who have not been solicit
The iocal chapter of Haddassah
ed take sweets. The husbands are
with their husbands were recently
Invited.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Gold
William F. Bartlett, a prominent berg at a house warming h'eld in their
Hope farmej. and brother of Dr. F. newly acquired Maple street home.
Tlie
< >. Bartlett of this city, died suddenly Chicken dinner was served.
yesterday. He had gone to the pas house was prettily decorated and a
ture for the cows, and later was seen musical program was presented with
by the occupants of an automobile Mr. Altman of New York acting as
sitting on the bars. Something un master ot ceremonies. Guests In ad
usual was noted in his attitude, and dition to those noted above were:
an investigation showed that death Mrs. Charles Nevelson. Mrs. Stanley
bud occurred. The funeral services Goldfarb. Miss Lillian Berliawsky,
Mrs. I. Rothstein of New York, Mrs.
will be held Sunday afternoon.
Sanruel Ames of Orono. Mrs. L. Ber
A card receive!! from Mrs. Sadie man Of Lewiston. Mrs. Briggs. Jack
Leach dated Faris, July 10, states: Brig/s, Gus and- Samuel Levy, Dave
“In London we attended a recital Goldberg, Mr. and Airs. Harry Ber
given by Natthay’s star pupils and a man. E. M. O’Neil, L. N. ’Lawrence
pit C. H. Berry.
recital by pupils of Lily West, one
of Natthay’s teachers. We also at
WILD GARDEN
tended a symphony concert at Os[For The (Courier-Gazette]
tend and have tickets for 'Faust' to
Ariown the end of (Maple street
morrow night at the Paris Opera,
I /walked the other (day,
House. Our party numbers 28, with
From hospital to library,
Along a winding way,
lour from Maine. Many troops aijf
And there beheld, 'behind the church,
coining into Paris today for the cele
A l»ed of lovely hue,
bration of Bastilq Day. July 14.”
I’ink thistles and tall chicory

to this meeting.

Winslow-Holbrook Post is bringing
a real complete circus to this city
to raise money for the building fund.
The dates are Aug. 4-9 and the big
show will he held under water-proof
canvas at the Circus Grounds. The
circus included a herd of e'ephsnlh,
Arabian horses, trapeze performers,
clowns, acrobats and similar num
bers including a band. Louis It.
Cates will act as general chairman.
Ills comfbete committee will be tui
tion need Tuesday.
There will be
many eoneessi ins and special attrac
tions with Legionnaires in charge.

women, of Republican sympa

but it is hoped to have a permanent club with big speakers, fine programs,

Aug. 7—Ingraham family, at Penobscot
View Grange hall, Gleneove.
Aug. 13 Descendants of Ebenezer Hall, at
Penobscot View Grange hall. Gleneove.
Aug. 17 Light family at the home of W. W.
Fog and congested harbor caused
Light, Washington.
Aug. 21 —<Starrett-Spear families at Re the Boston boat to cut out its Cam
union Grove Farm, Warren.
den stop yesterday. The passengers
Aug. 27—Hills family at the Harvey Post
hound for that port were sent in mo
grove, North Warren.

WOMEN TO ORGANIZE

SERMONETTE
The Great Shepherd

COMING REUNIONS

Next Wednesday night at 7.30
a public meeting will be held in
Temple hall fcr the purpose of
organizing the Republican Club
of the city’s womenfolk with
political and possibly civic im
provement
aims.
Tentative
plans call for a year-round or
ganization with major speakers,
programs, etc. The organiza
tion details, officers etc. will bo
worked out at the meeting.
The new club is being sponsored
by the Republican City Commit-^
tee. All men and women of Re
publican sympathies are invited
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AN INVITATION

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
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Of light delphinium blue.
All wild It was, the whole of It,
And yet—Who was It?—had the wit
To leave It where It grew!
.

R. H. W.

STRAND THEATRE

TWILIGHT LEAGUE

Rockland

Losts

Another

Close One — Teams Well

Bunched, However
Next Week’s Games
Monday—St. George in Roekland.
' Tuesday—Thomaston at Camden.
Thursday—Thomaston at Rock
land.
Friday—Camden vs. St. George at
Rockland.
• • • •
The League Standing
Rockland’s defeat last night drops
the locals into a tie with St. George
for second place, and leaves Thomas
ton only one game behind both. Here
are the figures:
Won Lost
P.C.
Camden ............... 6
3
.606
Rockland .......~.... 4
4
.500
St. George ......... 4
4
.500
Thomaston .......... 3
5
.375
• • * *
Thomaston 3, Rockland 2
It was another case of ‘‘just too
bad” for Rockland at Community
I’ark last night When Thomaston de
feated the locals 3 to 2 In a fine game.
Rockland outhit the visitors by a
wide margin and made only one error
against four for Thomaston, yet the
punch to win was sadly lacking.
Thomaston scored on a base on
balls and an error in the third, on two
singles and a sacrifice 4n the fourth,
and on a single and a double in t'he
fifth. Rockland’s big
inning was
I the sixth when McCarty led off with
i a double and scored on Fowler
single. Fowler scored on Oney’s hit
but the next two men were easy
outs. Rock'land threatened in the
ninth when Cotton booted Knight”s
grounder and Wotton single
grounder and Wotton singled,
was thrown out at third while Wot
ton went to third on Flanagan’s hit.
Wotton was out on a fielder’s choice,
with Flanagan going to third. The
game ended when Flanagan was
choked off in an effort to steal home.
ChaTlie Wotton led the hitters with
three solid blows out of four trips
to the plate and Oney pulled the field
ing gem O'f the game.
Thornton pitched nice ball for Rock
land in his first appi
mound and certainly deserved a bet
ter fate. The score:
Thomaston
ab r Ibh po.a
Benner, 3b .......... 4 0 0 2 1
Boggs, I f ............... 3 0 10 0
Feehan, lib .... *.... 4
M. Sawyer, p ....... 3
L Sa/wyer, ss
Vinal, cf ......
Cotton, 2b ....

The feature attraction next Mon
day and Tuesday is the Fox comedy
hit, “Oil the Level." The plot con
cerns a structural iron worker, played
by McLaglen, who not only falls tor
a beautiful woman, hut tor a wildcat
real estate scheme concocted by her
and her confederates.
McLaglen has played in many pic
tures but he never had a better role.
He ts amusing; he Is dramatic by
turns and his performance is convinc
ing. William Harrigan, well known
«tage actor, (mrtrays the role of McLaglen’s ’’buddy’’ and is well suited
to a rather difficult part. His scenes
with McLaglen 24 stories up in the
air and in the boarding house where
•McLaglen “dolls up” to meet the
woman who has Intrigued him, are
hilariously funny.—adv.

UNION
Mr. nnd 'Mrs. .Lester E. Poole land
daughter Ruth ot Abington, Mass.,
and Mrs. Margarette Griffin of Whit
man, Mass., were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. IF. H. Grinnell.
The ladies’ aid of the M. E. Church
will hold a sale oif useful and fancy
articles at the Star hall Aug. 5. A
public supper will be served at 6.30
daylight.
Mr. and .Mrs. AValter L. Fisher of
Chicago and Gunn Point, have been
guests this week of Mrs. Bertha Bry
ant.
Dr. II. It. Plumer has had extensive
reitairs made on his buildings and
Mrs. Emma Jones has also had re
pairs on what is known as the Zilba
Simmons place, the work being done
by A. Bean and George Kennedy.
Zerah Robbins is having a vaca
tion from the sanitorlum to di> his
haying. Mrs. Linda Davis is sulbstiltutlng in his place.
The young children o’f Mr. and ‘Mrs.
Clarence Leonard are quarantined
with whooping cough.
Mrs. George Patt is in Westbrook
caring for her daughter and new
granddaughter, Priscilla Anne S-tultz.
Seven Tree 4-H Club meets at the
home of George H. Cameron Monday
evenings. Members are reminded to
take harmonicas and club accounts.

W. A. H.

Rev. O. G. Barnard will speak at the
Methodist Church Sunday morning
at 10.30. Sunday School will meet at
12. There will he no evening services
during July.

• ♦ . •

Salvation Army weekend meetings
are: Saturday. 8 p. m., public and
praise meeting; Sunday, 11, holiness
meeting; Sunday School at 2, lesson
sul.Ject, "God The Almighty;” Young
People'. Leglofi, 6.30, topic, ’Bar
tholomew;" farewell meeting of En
sign and Mrs. Winsor and Envoy C.
I.. Knights at 8 o'clock.

• • < .

At the Congregational Church to
Felt, if ........ ...... .. 3 » 0' 1 1 0 morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
Patch, c ...... ......... 3 1 1 8 3 0 preach on fhe subject, "Can We
Achieve a Warless World?" The
musical program will include
27 3 4 27 I? 4
anthem by the Pilgrim Choir, "Ho
Rockland
Every One That Thirsteth,” Martin;
ab r bh po a e nnd a solo liy Harold Green. "He
MoCarty, if . ......... 3 1 1 2 0 0 Maketh Wars To Cease," Dudley
Jones, cf .... ......... 4 a 1 2 0 0 IBuck.
• • • «
Fowler, 2'b ... .......... 4 1 2 2 1 0
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Oney, 3b .... .......... 4 0 1 1 2 0
Seavey, ss ... .......... 3 0 0 0 2 0 Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
Knight ........ . .......... 1 D 0 0 0 0 ices tomorrow wil! be appropriate for
Wotton, lb .......... 4 0 3 11 1 1 the sixth Sunday after Trinity; holy
Flanagan, c .......... 4 0 1 5 2 0 communion at 7.30; matins and
.......... 3 0 0 0 2 0 sermon at 10.30; vespers at St.
Thornton, p .......... 3 0 0 0 2 0 George’s Church. Long Cove, at 4.30;
— compline at St. John Baptist Church.
34 2 9 24 10 1 Thomaston, at 7.30. Friday, litany
Thomaston ... .. 0 0 111 0 0 0 x—3 and devotions at 7.30 p. nt.
• • • •
Rockland ..... ... 0 0 0 0 ) 2 0 .0 0—2
“Four Things To Take With You
Two-base hits, Boggs, McCarty.
Sacrifice hit, Vinal. Double plays. On Your Vacation” is the subject ot
L. Sawyer, Cotton and Feehan: Fow- the sqrmon at the First Baptist
ler and Wotton. (Stolen bases Felt. Church Sunday morning. Miss Ade
Cotton, Wotton, Brackett, Fowler. laide Cross will sing. The Church
Bases on halls, off iSawyer 1. off School will meet at 11.00 a. m„ and
Thornton 2. 4?truck out, by Sawyer the Christian Endeavor with Miss
10, by Thornton 5. Hit by pitcher. Marion Brawn as leader will meet at
5.15. The people's evening service,
McCarty. Umpire, Mealey.
lasting just 64 minutes begins at 6.13.
Charles H. Emery Is doing police Miss Cross will sing at this service,
duty on Patrolman Stetson's beat, and thelD.V.B.S. pupils will sing sev
while the latter is “hauled up” with a eral of thtif inspirational choruses.
Mr. MacDonald's subject wil! be, ”A
sick spell.
Wonderful Name.” The happy prayer
and praise service comes Tuesday
evening at 6.15.
• • • •
Rev L. G. Perry of the Littlefield
Memorial Church will preach in the
morning from the subject "Water
From The Well of Bethelehem.” 'Mrs.
Evelyn Hart and Edward Jameson
will sing a duet. Sunday School at
the close of the service. Everybody
welcome. The Young People’s meet
ing at 6.15, will 'be led by Wesley
Stuart, who will use the subject '“Who
Changed China?” Evening service is
at 7.15 and Mr. Perry’s subject will be
“Noah's Carpenters.”
Miss Olive
Bragg and Miss Evelyn Hart will sing
the duet "Rock of Ages.” At 7.30 on
Tuesday evening there 'will be a
missionary prayer meeting when
several members will give the story
of Ocean Park.

' Newest Panama Hats
White and Natural
Latest summer hats, stylish and comfortable

Regularly 3.95

$1.95

All first quality

. $25.00 Knitted Suits
The colors in these 2 and 3 piece practical suits

are pink, maise, tan, blue.
New goods

$19.50

Sizes 16 to 44

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

—An Open Letter—
This open letter is intended for those people of Rockland and vicinity
who intend to buy a used car either now or in the future.

EGION
R.CUS
ALL PROFESSIONAL

George O'Brien is today coneluding
hts engagement In “Rough Romance”
a rollicking comedy with virile action
and an intriguing romance. The
special numbers are exceptionally
attractive.
Mae Edward’s coming to Rockland
ts always hailed with acclaim, and
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday she
brings her players here for their 21s*
engagement. They h'ave an excep
tionally fine vehicle this year in “The
Mouse,” the famous comedy that kept
New York In an uproar for a solid
year. The popular novelty orchestra
is also along and there are seven acts
of vaudeville.—adv.

DIRECT FROM THE GREATEST SHOWS
ON EARTH

AT THE CIRCUS GROUNDS
Under Waterproof Canvas

A Glittering Galaxy of European and Ameri
can Circus Stars, Augmented By Equine and
Animal Actors, Including

Nelson’s Herd of Elephants
lack Joyce’s Arabian Horses
Trapeze Performers, Acrobats, Clowns, Wire
Walkers, Aerial Acts, Contortionists, Etc.

6 BIG NITES 6
2 Big Matinees, Wed., Sat. 2

Chevrolet Coach, 1930 Model, Given
Away At the Circus

PORT CLYDE

To these people

we wish to explain our used car policy.
•

In common with other progressive dealers all over the country we are
trying to impress our prospective customers with the fact that every car has
a certain market value, depending on its age and condition, the locality, and
the demand for that particular make and model.

It is worth so much and

no more, depending upon the above facts. We all know that any five dollar
gold piece is worth just five dollars and we would be rightly suspicious of
any one who offered to trade a ten dollar gold piece for our five and only
two dollars additional.

Now we wish to point out with a certain amount of pride that we have
not found it necessary to stage a used car sale this year. We believe this is
due to these three facts; our reputation for fair dealing, the fact that every

car is reconditioned before being offered for sale, and our policy of standing

back of our O. K.

For the first six months of this year we have averaged one complete
turnover of our used car stock each month.

Our stock is always fresh, none
We even have a wait

of our cars staying in stock for a long period of time.

ing list, made up of names of people who want a particular make and model.
These people are willing to wait simply because they have learned to appre

ciate our attitude toward all used car buyers.

And our attitude is this, used

car buyers are valuable customers, worthy of our best in service and value

given for money received.

In closing let us point out that we have no bargain basement sales, that
we always have a sensible sized stock of used cars, every one reconditioned,

and that every car sold out of our stock is dollar for dollar value.
Yours truly,

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
P. S. Remember, if at the time you call we do not have the car you
want, we will gladly put your nqme on the waiting list and at our rate of turn
over we won’t keep you waiting too long.

WINSLOW-HOLBROOK POST, NO. 1
PRSENTS

PARK THEATRE

Weekend air trips from Boston to
Ear Harbor were to have been inau
gurated last night, hut nfine of the
three passengers from Boston was
bound thence, and the trip ended in
this city. A Curtiss Thrtish, piloted
liy Joseph Barber, brought the party,
leaving Boston at 5.04 p. m. and ar
riving here at 7 p. m., with a brief
stop in Portland.
The passengers
were W. A. Gaston, Miss Robinson
FORREST E. CROUSE
nnd*Mt-. Munroe. A CUrtiss Robin
'Brief reference has already been
plane. Pilot Graham, brought a pas
senger front Boston who was taken made to the sudden death in Haver
to Rrcoklin.
, j hill, Mass., last Monday of Forrest
E. Crouse, an employe of Jiarney’s
Gov. and Mrs. Wm. Tudor Gardiner restaurant on Tillson avenue, this
were guests in Rockland Thursday city. Mr. Crouse had gone to Haver
coming at that time in order that they hill to superintend the removal of hl,
might attend the Educational Club’s belongings to Rockland, and was
rose festival on the premises of Mr. waiting on the doorstep while Mrs.
nnd Mrs. E. M. Lawrence. They ex Crouse went to the house for a glass
pressed unqualified pleasitre with the of water. When she returned five
pretty and unique nlTair?and His Ex minutes later she saw that her hus
cellency was especially charmed witn band had gotten into the car. but his
tlw manner in which Master Har appeartince was so strange that she
old Dondis acquitted himself as mas went to see what caused it. Death
ter ot ceremonies.
Governor and had ensued in the brief interval.
Mrs. Gardiner were guests here of
Mr. Crouse was 45, native of Rock
Raymond E. Thurston, a member of land, and a painter by trade. He
the Executive Council. Gov. Oardi- possessed a very genial disposition,
nciA Councillor Tlhurston and (DI. and made many friends? JIIs parents
Basil H. Stinson, with their wivbs, were Edward and Ellen (Seavey)
formed a theatre party at the Park Crouse.
i
In the evening. Yesterday find toddy
He is survived by his wife, his
have found Gov. Gardiner a partici father, and one brother. Frank
pant in,the motor boat races at CanV Crouse of Owl’s Head. The burial
dcn.
was in the family lot at Friendship.

Palestine lent itself to sheep
raising. No animal is so defense
less. Its body protected against
the cold, for living enemies it has
no weapon. Throughout the cen
turies man has tended and guarded
the helpless creatures, which in
return have furnished him with
warm clothing nnd food. We read
tiiat at the time of Jesus’ birth
there were shepherds keeping
watch over their flocks by night
and to these sleepless men the
angel brought the greatest mes
sage ever received by mortals.
During his earthly ministry, Christ
s|sike often of himself as the good
Shepherd. Listen to these words,
which have brought hope to mil
lions. They are addressed equally
to you and me.
“I am the door of the sheep; it
any man enter in he shall be saved
and shall go in and out and find
pasture." “The good shepherd
giveth his life for the sheep,” “1
am the good shepherd, I know my
sheep, and am known of mine.”
“They hear my voice, and follow
me, and 1 will give them eternal
life, and they shall never perish.”
“Neither shall any of them pluck
them out ot my hand." “I and my
Father are one.”
For answer the Jews took up
stones again to stone him. No
one need walk alone through life
without the watchful care of the
great Shepherd or wander so far
afield that He will not leave the
ninety and nine for the one who
has gone astray.
Shall we also stone him?

Keeping Step with Lower Prices

Yours for Preferred used cars!

BORN

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of (Chester
Munro, who
passed away July 22, 1®24».
ter, (Priscilla Anne.
Just four years ago Cod called him
To that happy peaceful land
f»\lfTR At Thomas Maternity Home. Rock
Leaving us to hear deep sorrow.
land, July 25, to IMr. and 'Mrs. Leon 51.
Why we cannot understand.
Smith, a aon, Leon |.M, Jr.
In our liearts your memory lingers
Sweetly tender fond aud true,
MARRIED
There is not (a day dear lOiester
Tiiat we do not think of you.
LARSON-JACOBSON At <GI?nmere, July 2.
His wife and family, father, mother and
by jRev. 'Jtuth /K. (Walsh. John If. Larson ami
brother.
•
(Miss Anfta Jacobson, both of.lBt. George.
GARDNER-THOMAH At Allagash. July 14.
by Rev. A. A. Walsh, (Herman Miardner of
Allagash and LMIss lthoda Thomas of XJpsalA QUESTION
quifeh, N. B.

GEORGE H. LASSELL
The funeral services of George II.
Hassell were held July 2*», when the
sorrow of his many friends found ex
pression in the lurge attendance and
the great number of magnificent floral
tributes. The bearers were Horace
Seaman, Karl French, Harold Sim
mons and Carl Simmons. Among
those present from out ot town were
George Lasscll and Dorothea Lassell
of Portland, father and sister of the
deceased; nnd Mr. nnd Mrs. Harold
Simmons of Arlington, Mass. Rev.
Jesae Kenderdine officiated.
The deceased was born in Reading,
Mass., March 29, 194)1. son of George
ft. and Annie taisseli. Before doming
to Rockland he was employed as a
garage mechanic In Rath. After be
coming a resident of tills city he was
employed for two years at Flye's
Oarage. The automcdille public was
not long in recognizing his unusual
ability as a mechanic, and when he
embarked in business for himself
eight years ago, abundant patronage
was the fruit of his skill. He had
been in ill health the past year.
The friendships which Mr. Lassell
accumulated through business re
lations developed Into the lifelong
friendship which is accorded to one
Who possessed the many fine traits
which were his. und which have
given rise to regret that his career
was ended before it had reached its
prime.
Mr. lassell is survived by his wife,
who was JJeulah Ethna Simmons; two
Children. Barbara G. and Charles
Lewis Lassell; a sister, Dorothea Las
sell, a brother, Edward Lassell, both
of Portland; two half-brothers, Carl
Bunks of Cortland and Charles Lassell
of California; and a half-sister, Dorothy Banks of Bath.

Capt. and Mrs. I. E. Archibald of
Thomaston spent Bunday at Frank
Towle's.
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown have
returned from an auto trip through
the White Mountains.
Mrs. Maud Anthony was in Camden
Wednesday.
John Mureh and daughter Thelma
of Dover-Foxcroft are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Alvah Thompson.
Ifr. and Mrs. Carol Hupper ot New
York have been guests at Laforest
Hupper's.
Mrs. 'Rebecca Alley, Minnie Morri
son and liny Knowlton of Camden
have been guests of Mrs. Maud
Anthony.
Charles Jones has blood poisoning
in one of his hands. He is attended
by Dr. Hall.
Mrs. Alice Trussell nnd Miss Elsie
I’ufTer visited friends Wednesday In
Boothbay.
Fred Burk and family of Malden.
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
l£rank Hopkins.
Miss Edith Anthony has returned
froth a visit in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Jennie Hupper Is III at her
home on Hupper’s Island.
Misses Ethel and Mabel Archibald
of Everett. Mass., have been guests at
Frank Towle's.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Montgomery of
Dedham, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Archibald of Watertown. Mass., are
spending a few weeks at their cot
tage here.
Mrs. Grace Maloney of 'J’leasant
Point recently visited her son Ernest Has Moved from 108 Park Street te
Maloney and family.
Miss Cox of Wiscasset has been a
guest of Miss Mary Field and Miss
«8-M
lar* Hyde at Big Thunder cottage.

HTI’LTZ—At Westbrook, July .—, to iMr. and
Mrs. Howard Stultz (Effie
a daugh

That May Have Bothered
YOU

DIED

CREIGHTON—At Thomaston July 24, Charles
W. (Creighton aged 41 years, 10 months, lo
It is only natural to want to erect a
days. Private funeral service Sunday at
2 o’clock.
suitable memorial to the memory ot
MANNTNEN At Poughkeepsie,^'. Y.,July 22, one who has meant so much to you.
Bmll A. Manntnen of (Long Cove, aged 28
But how to go about tt. where to
years, 5 mouths, 5 days. Burial at Long

secure truthful information,and ana-

Gove.

SAGE—At iCamden, July 25, William Gardner ttiral hesitancy about price makes
44a ge. aged Ui!> years. Funeral from Ills late one delay action for’sorne time.
residence Sunday at 11 o’clock.
We are always glad to give you
BARTLETT -At Hope. July 25. William F information ot this sort and we as
Bartlett, aged 72 years, 10 months, 27 days.
sure you that no effort will be made
Funeral Sunday afternoon.

to recommend something not suited
to yottr needs.
I wish to extend my heartfelt thanks to all *Part ot our service is to help our
who have ’been so (kind fo me since the sudden friends solve this problem to their
death of my husband, and to those who sent
own satisfaction. May we help you
the beautiful floral offerings.
solve yours?
*
Mrs. Amelia Grouse
CARO OF THANKS

E. A. GLIDDEN & Co.
If flip Reds can do what they boast
in America then there is something 1855
1930
wrong with our system.—Charles E.
WALDOBORO and
Sorenson.
ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS

NEW REDUCED PRICES
i

;

on

“SUNNYRIVER”
MAYONNAISE

F. P. KNIGHT

8 oz. jar

70 Park Street

21c

pint jar

is

38c

Page Fouf
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THE REALM OF MDSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Every-Other-Day

1930

Here's The Lyndonia, The Hub of The Great Regatta
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ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
Courses in Business Administration, Secretarial
Teachers’ Training, Etc. Write for catalogue

Business Men Supplied With Office Help

■■

Address LENA K. SARGENT, Rockland, Me.
Many local people have been in
terested in the Auditorium matter
which has been occupying the atten
tion of the Bangor city government
for several weeks, and it is with sat
isfaction we noie that the Bangor
city council has passed without ob
jection or discussion an order pro
viding for the acquisition by the city
of the Auditorium property, hereto
fore belonging to the Eastern Maine
Festival Association. A release of
ail the right, title and interest has
been given to tl.e r y b\ the a.-s,.ela
tion and the city is to pi- tin asso
ciation $7500. The association is to
have use of the Auditorium for musi
cal festivals and such other musical
events as may be sponsored by said
association, not exceeding eight days
in any one year.
There is to be a temporary loan on
notes for one year not exceeding
$25,000 to make necessary repairs and
improvements at once possible.
At one time it certainly looked as
if the Auditorium would have to be
consigned to the "dump heap.” This
seems a more eloquent recognition of
the worth while work Prof. Adelbert
Wells Sprague is doing in Bangor
and the State than has ever been
shown before, although of course
under the new arrangement Bangor
has greater possibilities than ever
before to become one of the State's
foremost convention cities, having
the huge auditorium at its disposal.

Miss Hertha Harmon who came
here from New York the latter part
of June is thoroughly in love with
Rockland and this part of Maine, so
much so that she is prolonging her
stay through Augus". She is being
heard as soloist in the churchsy and
i is meeting with marked success in
, conducting voice classes, her studio
being at the home of Mrs. George H.
Reed. Broadway. Those who have
heard Miss Harmon are much im
pressed by her voice, which bears
evidence of the fine training she has
receivtd in both this country and
Germany. Her rendition of German
songs has won for her particular
acclaim.

In the first week of the Esplanade
concerts (Boston) it was estimated
that there was an attendance of more
than 60.000 persons, or an average of
about 10,000 for each of the six con
certs. This is far in excess of the
numbers attracted during the open
ing week last year. Has anyone from
Rockland attended the Esplanade con
certs yet this season? We would be
interested to know.
Although the majority of the play
ers in the orchestra of 50 men under
Arthur Fiedler were Imported from
European musical centers for em
ployment in the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, it is interesting to note
that 12 of the players were born in
this country, in addition to the con
ductor himself. Nineteen others are
naturalized citizens, and most of the
remainder are planning to become
American citizens. Fiedler is featur
ing the old masters in his programs.—
Wagner, Liszt. Saint-Saens. Berlioz.
Handel. Brahms etc. and also intro
ducing many of the moderns. While
building his programs of a distinctly
worth while nature he manages to
bring in the popular appeal through
a familiar classic.—Handel's “Largo,”
Tschaikowsky’s "Nutcracker Suite"
or Weber's "Invitation to the Dance.”
Fiedler himself says that "audi
ences are much more attentive to
music today than were those of past
years. There may be some slight dif
ficulty in getting started at the be
ginning of a Concert, but as soon as
the music begins, there is almost im
mediate quiet.”
He also believes
that while radio, or opera in the
"talkies" may serve to acquaint many
people with music hitherto upfamiliar, both devices undoubtedly will
whet the appetites of many listeners
to hear such music performed by real,
live artists.
To raise money in a small city to
build or re-build a church organ isn't
the easiest matter. However, the
Unlversalist organ fund committee Is
"carrying on" most gallantly toward
that goal. Their most active money
raising affairs are undertaken in the
summer season, chiefly in the nature
of a concert series. The activities
this summer will include three con
certs. with Nettle Green Kittredge,
Phoebe Crosby, Kitty McLaughlin
and Frank Bibb all of New York as
'
■
lentati'in -f Kate Douglas Wiggins piny
'Tilt Uid l’txbodj

I*uV»

ill tilt u*d

church at Hope Corner. These will
lie very worth while events, and the
organ fund committee guarantees
full value for the cost of a ticket to
everyone who attends.
The first concert which takes place
next Monday evening, holds keen local
interest, in that the featured artist,
Mrs. Kittredge, is a local girl who
has won no small success in musical
effort in New York and other fields.
This will be her first public appear
ance in Rockland since undertaking
her musical career several years ago.
• • • •
During a recent call from 'Manuel
Bernard we were discussing the
famous negro singer, Roland Hayes,
and Mr. Bernard stated that despite
the brilliant triumph Hayes has won
in both this country and Europe, Paul
Robeson is unquestionably the great
est negro artist 'before the public to
day. This was interesting, as just
previous to that I had been reading of
Robeson's tremendous success in
Ixjndon as “Othello," and only last
Sunday one of the Boston papers had
an absorbing article on Robeson.

Is your Antenna properly
against

The Beautiful Yacht Lyndonia Which Commodore Cyrus H. K. Curtis Has Again So .Kindly Placed At the Disposal of the Regatta
Officials, Press and Guests. Its Presence In the Harbor Adds Impressiveness To the Annual Event Which Is Making Camden Famous.

Downeaster*
(Continued from Page One)
Maddocks. Boston. Time. 36.09; C. V.
F. H. Hutchinson. H. C. Borland, Rev. by “Spider" Blake, driving Miss At Clements. Danvers. Mass., second.
Goujd Trophy, won by T. C. Henry,
Class D. Division 4. won by AV. B. Rockport. Time, 30; A. L. Anderson,
Walter Hunt. Roy Hornickle, Herbert water's boat. His Excellency placed
Mann. Allie Doherty, Marcus Chand third in this race, as he did in the Tuck. Philadelphia. Time 35.43; D. Camden, second; Eugene Rich, Cam
W. Thomas. Oyster Bay. second.
ler, Bert Stevenson. Hugh Montgom next event (not over 300 h. p.) when
den and New York, third.
Class F. Division 1, won by
ery, Col. E. A. Robbins and “Bill" brought into competition with the Chester Wickwire. Cortland, N. Y,
higher powered craft of Maitland Time. 38.62; Paul C. Jones, Union,
Broadhead.
Commodore Curtis was a very busy Alexander. In his third race, the free second: AV. I). Egren, K'nlen Cove,
personage in the capacity of host, for all, Gov. Gardiner won second N. Y.. third.
In a collection of music from G.
Class F. Division 2. won by Cliff
money, beating Jack Mitchell by a
Schirmer (Inc.) are three piano com and with Mrs. Curtis appeared to
Sawyer. Miami Beach. Time, 38.13;
positions of Leopold Godowskv. I be deriving thorough enjoyment from good margin. In short it was a fine It. Hatchett. Beechhurst. L. I. second.
' Meditation,"
showing for a comparative novice.
"Impromptu”
and | the occasion.
Class IF Division 3. won by Ross
"Etude Macabre.” arranged as sol
jlop
Yesterday tl^e boats raced over a Maddocks. Boston, 35.57; C. V.
The sea was smooth at the start,
for both hands and also for the left
five-mile course, except the out Clements. Danvers. Mass., second
hand alone. These should be of par tut was rendered a bit choppy by the
Class F. Division 4. won by J. E.
ticular Interest for the piano student. afternoon breeze. While the run boards. which took four turns around
Wilkinson. Fall River. Time, 37.57;
David Guion has a new arrangement about races were in progress the a 2*£-mlle inside course.
W. B. Tuck. Philadelphia, second;
for the piano “The Harmonica Play spray flew high, presenting a very
Two visitors arrived during the aft C. V. Clements, Danvers. Mass., third.
er" from “Alley Tunes: Three Scenes
ernoon, one very welcome and the
Stock runabouts, not over 75 h. p.,
from the South." Guion also has pretty picture to those who were
won by Downeaster, Eugene Rich,
arrangements of Texas Tunes for watching from the waterfront and other an unbidden guest. The for
Camden and New York.
Time,
voice and piano tha.t are unique—"All pleasure craft. Yachts of all sizes mer was the dirigible Neponset, which
Day on the PrairieJ’ “Roy Bean" and filled the picturesque harbor, all is spending the weekend in Camden 29.80: Dodge. 16 footer, 40 h. p., Frank
It. Wigglesworth. Boston, second;
"MeCaflie's Confession,” the first
and Rockland. The other was a brief Baby Gar. A. L. Anderson, Camden,
being a Texas cowboy song and the ] gaily dressed In holiday garb.
Paul Jones of Union, driving electrical storm, with Just enough third.
others frontier ballads. With a
Stock runabouts, not over 110 h. p..
twanging guitar as accompaniment “Sandie,” designed and built by Mil- rain to send the occupants of those
won by Chris-craft, Frances Leber,
and a voice resembling that of Ver ton S. Dick of Rockland, won in Class holiday dresses to shelter.
Northeast Harbor.
Time 30.25;
non Dalhart, these songs would be
The summary:
Downeaster. T. C. Henry. Rockport,
most effective. Oley Speaks has a D. division 1 and was second in Class
second: Chris-craft. C. Catherwood,
new song—“Message," a brevity that F, division 1, beating boats in this
Outboards
Bar Harbor, third.
promises to become popular, although higher rating. “Sandie’’ is the fa
Stock runabouts, not over 165 h. p.
Class A. Division 1, won by (P. B.
not approaching in melody his mous little craft which established
Sawyer, Bethlehem. Pa. Time, 32.34: won by Chris-craft. Jack Mitchell.
"Sylvia" and "Morning." An interest
Dark Harbor. Time, 30.45; Downa world's record at Cobbosseecontee B. Stacy. Worcester second.
ing three part arrangement for |
Class A. Division 2. won by R. Pa- easier. T. C. Henry. Rocki>ort. sec
women’s voices of “The Sleigh" in Class D, division 1, doing a mile
quin. Thomaston. R. Hatchett. Beech- ond: Dodge, Frank Wigglesworth,
(Kountz) made by Ralph L. Baldwin at the rate of 44.25 miles P. H.
Boston, third.
hurst, L. I. second.
is noted.
Chester Clements of Danvers,
Stock runabouts, not over 200 li. p.,
Class ‘B. Division 1. won by Nick
Mass., a summer visitor in Rockland, Hathaway. Boston. Time. 32.02; C won by Chris-craft. Fred Hayes. Bar
The next season of the Metropoli
Harbor. Time. 34.02; Chris-craft.
won in Class C, division 3, and was M. Rand. Everett. Mass., second.
tan Opera will be marked by the pro
Class B. Division 2. won by W. K Miss Atwater. A'armouth, second:
second
in
Class
F,
division
3,
running
duction of "Peter Ibbetson" by Deems
Chris-craft, Gov. Wm. Tudor Gardi
Jackson. East Winthrop. Me. Tin:
Taylor, composer and critic, accord up many points in the day’s events.
32.04; Reese Hatchett. Beechhur-' ner. third.
ing to an announcement recently : The Downeasterp Showed up well L. I. second.
Stock runabouts, not over 300 h. p
made from his home at Stamford.
Class B, Division 3. won by IV B.< Chris-craft.
Maitland
Alexander.
in
their
class
with
boats
of
anywhere
Conn.
Edward Johnson, Lucrezia
Tuck. Philadelphia. Time. 28.84; Dick Dark Harbor. Time. 35.78; Chrisi
near
the
same
horsepower,
and
How

Bori and Lawrence Tibbett will be
Frost. Portland, second; D. W. craft. Miss Atwater, Yarmouth, sec
In the cast. They have already been ard Anderson and Eugene Rich again Flowers, Oyster Bay. third.
ond: Chris-craft, Gov. Gardiner,
given the first two acts of the opera.
When one considers that more than 75% of
showed that they are great drivers.
Class C. Division 1, won by Mrs. third.
• ♦ • •
Stock runabouts, free for all. won |
It was a caution the way they took Mildred Hickey. Shrewsbury. M isl.;
the money spent in this country is spent by
P. H. Bailey. Winthrop, second; M. B. by Chris-craft, Maitland Alexander,
The Westchester County Musical the turns.
women it is not surprising that the women of
Dark Harbor. Time, 35.57; ChrisJackson. East Winthrop, third.
Festival in White Plains. N. Y.. has
• • • •
Class C, Division 3, won by C. JT. craft Gov. Gardiner, second: ChrisJust had a notable season, and has
today are demanding their own checking ac
Event No. 13, introducing a 151 boat Clements, Danvers, Mass.
Time, craft. Jack Mitchell, Dark Harbor,
dedicated its new $14)00.000 festival
counts.
The average woman will spend the
third.
/ ,
building. Albert Stoessal was leader, for the first time on the Camden 34.95.
Class C. Division 4. won by AV. B.
151 Limited, first heat, won by
and enthusiastic audiences heard the course, attracted special attention.
money at her disposal more wisely through a
Tuck, Philadelphia. Time 36.07; Dick Sparrow. Elmer Johnson. Bennington,
three-day programs. A junior music
checking account than she will if it is given to
A. T. Archibald of Bar Harboi Frost. Portland, second.
A’t.
Time. 35.85; We Scamper.
program was presented one after
Class D, Division 1. won by Sandie, Stephen AYhitney, Winnepesaukie.
her in cash. And when she pays by check she
noon. and a magnificent organ, the brought his hydroplane first across
gift of Eugene M. Mayer, was heard the finish line, Frank Leaber being Paul Jones. Union. Time 37.89; Bug- second; Tired Tim. Samuel Luns
will
have an accurate record of every dollar
for the first time. President Hoover second with his Hawk, and A. G. dust. Chester Wickwire, New York, ford. Winnepesaukie, third.
151 Limited, second heat, won by
spent, a complete bookkeeping system.
sent greetings and altogether the Frost was third with his Chris-craft. second: C. N. Rand. Boston, third.
Class D. Division 2. won by Paul Sparrow. Elmer Johnson, 35.85: Tired
music celebration was notable. Bori
Many Knox County women maintain check
and Percy Grainger were among the A question as to the eligibility of Sawyer. Bethlehem. Pa. Time 35.64; Tim, Samuel Dunsford. second; We
Clifford
Safvyer.
Miami
Beach,
sec

Scamper
did
not
finish.
ing
accounts at the Rockland National Bank.
Archibald's
boat
was
to
be
settled
artists, and a chorus of 2.000 sang.
Event won by Sparrow, Elmer
Another festival that had a success today. It was a very close race be ond; Bruce Hatchett, Long Island,
They
like the cordial atmosphere, the attrac
third.
Johnson; Samuel Dunsford, second;
ful season was the Chicago North tween the other two competitors.
Class
D,
Division
3.
won
by
Ross
Stephen
AYhitney.
third.
tiveness,
and the helpful service they receive.
Shore Festival which tyok place In
One of the closest races of the day
M - with a three-day series. Schui--Brink Ciaire Dux, Florence was between Sparrow and Wee
M
I,,, P-rcy Grainger. Bonelli, Scamper, the boats alternating in the
and Dusolina Giannini were soloists, lead. Sparrow won by a slight mar
with the Cjlicago Symphony Orches
gin.
tra as the supporting music.
Mrs. Mildred Hickey, the lone
• • * «
ROCKLAND, MAINE
A Professional
Telephone
Each year John Philip Sousa, the woman in the races, gave a wonder
world's greatest bandmaster, pro ful exhibition in Class C, division 1,
Hancock
Business School of
duces a new march. His latest Is winning that event with ease. Mrs.
6300
College Grade
"The Royal Welch Fusiliers"—fitting Hickey came to grief however, whlen
splendidly in the Sousa tradition, a
—WHERE the student re
—WHERE all instruction is by
RocHamfi Oldest
Bankjfig Instltutloa
stirring piece that is bound to thrill Paul Jones’ boat crashed Into her
ceives a technical business and
experienced teachers and not
you. The Welch Fusiliers, as an ex craft during the Class F, division 1
secretarial training that is
understudies.
planatory note, was organized about outboard race. The shaft of Mrs.
specialized and practical.
•—WHERE associations are
1690 for the wars of William and Hickey’s motor was broken and she
with the sons and daughters of
—WHERE the courses are
Mary. It has taken part in many
successful men and women—
adjusted to meet the needs of
campaigns, the names of which ap was not able to participate In fur
associations which count for
the times and the school atmos
pear on its colors. During the Ameri ther races until late in the afternoon.
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP
much in later life.
phere is one of industry.
can Revolution, it was assigned duty Jones was spilled. This accident was
-—WHERE young people are
-------------------------------------on board British warships, and is due chiefly to the fact that the signal
—WHERE faculty interest is
trained for varying tvpes of
accordingly recognized as having
personal and close attention is
business positions and place
gun
had
failed
to
discharge
at
the
been marines. It surrendered with
paid to individual needs.
ment service is highly organ
Cornwallis at Yorktown. None of its close of the race and Jones starting
ized.
—WHERE a kind of discipline
battles of that war appear on its a new heat came into collision with
is administered which teaches
—WHERE a cultural back
colors. During the :Boxer war in Mrs. Hickey’s boat which was being
the organization
of time,
ground exists and the building
China, in 1900. it was closely asso
thought and energy, resulting
of character is considered as
ciated with the U. '8. marines in the tuned up for the next event.
in quickened student interest
important as the gaining of
The greatest thrill of the day came
relief at Peking, a friendship which
and increased self-confidence.
knowledge.
>AJ?
has continued. Its officers presented when the boat driven by Dick Frost
a cup to the U. S. marines, in token struck a buoy or a wash of the sea,
COURSES: Business Administra
of the friendship formed. This march
tion, Accounting, Executive Secre
throwing the driver into the briny.
resulted from that association.
tarial,
Stenographic-Secretarial,
Frost
was
quickly
rescued,
but
the
Lieut. Commander Sousa’s first
Stenographic, Office Management,
Founded
Visitors
American performance of this stir boat continued a mad and eccentric
Bookkeeping, Normal Commercial,
1879
Welcome
Finishing. Students in attendance
ring march took place in April be career for half a mile, nearly coming
come from universities, colleges,
fore President Hoover at a dinner of
into
collision
with
other
boats,
and
leading high schools and acade
the Gridiron Club in Washington.
mics. New building.
Sousa at that time conducted the finally turning turtle just as it was
United States Marine Band, return about to go on the rocks.
ON AND AFTER FRIDAY, AUGUST I, thej|fteight service of the
ing for the evening to the position
....
Fall Term Hegins Sept. 2
Write for new illustrated catalogue.
which he held from 1880 to 1893, when
Business Administration, Sept. 15
Sent without obligation. Address
Rockland,
Thomaston and Camden street railway, maintained between these
Of course the public was interested
he resigned to establish his own or
Evening School, Sept. 15
F. II. BLRDETT, President.
towns will be discontinued.
ganization. In June Sousa accepted to know how Gov. Wm. Tudor Gar
the invitation of the British Govern diner would make out. A Chief
ment to conduct his new march at the executive seldom figures in such
This decision has been pending for over two, years during which time
regiment's 30th anniversary celebra
events, but Gov. Gardiner has been an
PADDLE
YOUR
OWN!
the
Company
has endeavored to keep this service going in face of a very
tion of the Boxer Expedition, held in
enthusiastic sportsman from youth,
London on June 25.
In your journey through
material financial loss.
,
and a great lover of outdoors. He is
- »UC
liife, you’ll find an endless
modest as to his own ability as a pilot,
After carefully considering the shipping requirements of its few cus
satisfaction in being able to
but had a lot of faith' in his little
“paddle your own canoe!”
tomers, and the amount of business it may expect iry the future, there ap
Chris-Craft.
Relying solely on your own
pears to be no alternative but a complete discontinuance of this service.
The stock runabouts of different
efforts, wdth money in the
classes made a pretty sight, there be
bank to your credit, you’ll
The Company plans to maintain its usual passenger service.
ing eight or nine boats entered in
weather every storm that
most of the races.
blows. Financial independ
Very cordially yours,
j
The first event in which he took
ence oif this kind can toe yours
SALAD DRESSING '
part was the race for stock runabouts,
by opening a savings account
By H. P. BLODGETT,
not over 200 h. p. Mrs. Gardiner was
here.
with her husband when the signal
Division Manager,
gun sounded for the start. Gov.
Central Maine Power Company.
Gardiner took the lead at the start,
»i-si
ROCKLAND, MAINE
but was passed on the second lap

The modern woman has
a checking account

Burdett College

Rockland National Bank

4

NOTICE

Discontinuance Freight} Service
Rockland, Thomaston, Camden

Own
A
Radio?
protected

• 7 #6 if

based on his wife's book “Paul Robe
son. Negro." which has just come from
the press. Be has been hailed by all
the critics unanimously as one of the
greatest actors the American stage
has ever produced, two of his out
standing successes being in Eugene
O’Neill’s "All God's Chillun Got
Wings" and "The Emperor Jones."
His ‘tOthello” in London has taken the
world by storm. He interprets the
part "not just a dark foreign brute
of 300 years ago in far-off Venice «’ho
mu d°red a beautifully, innocent
u'le girl, but as a fine, noble, tragic
human figure ruined by the very hu
man weakness of jealousy."
"Paul Robeson. Negro" is a Harper
A Brothers publication, in case any
one desires to get it.

Light

ning?

Phone 721 and our Serv
ice man will inspect your
installation without charge
and tell you the cost of the
proper protection as re
quired by the Fire Under

writers.

House-Sherman, Inc.
Electricians
47Stf

NOOIL

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
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Healthful Living
“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”—literally this ancient proverb is true today.
The average family spends for CURES about sixteen times what it should spend for
PREVENTION.

Periodical Physical Examination is gaining^ipproval rapidly so far as the schools and children
are concerned.

-

. * BUT physical examination is the EXCEPTION rather than the rule, for ADULTS.
Periodical medical examination discloses defects or conditions needing attention in one out
of every four persons, and at least HALF of these are readily preventable!

Our chances of life can be increased 25 per cent and more by yearly examinations and by fol
lowing the advice of a competent physician.

REMEMBER, our doctor would sooner help us KEEP WELL than try to cure us when
we are sick.

If we treated our bodies as well as our cars, the health, prosperity and happiness
munity would be pyramided.

We must remember cities made up of healthy citizens are PROSPEROUS CITIES.
community wealth is dependent on personal health.

V •’

0.UE

LET S ALL LIVE HEALTHY, HAPPY LIVES!

JkV

GARDEN AND FLOWER 8EEDS
SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

C.M. BLAKE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CUTLER-COOK CO.

X
LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

THE SPECIALTY SHOP

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Warren, YInalhavort,. Rockport, Union, Camden

COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

ROCKLAND

Salter Crane

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PERRY’S LAUNDRY
FULLER-COBB-DAV1S
o»

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

x

678 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE
1

PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN
ANO EAT

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

“HOME TOWN BREAD”
IT IS THE BEST

INSURANCE

THE FLINT BAKERY

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorized Deelere In

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

FORD PRODUCTS

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty
ROCKLAND, MAINE

A. C. McLoon & Co.
LOBSTERS
Adente for The Texaco Co.

I

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

FINE CONFECTIONERY

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

FREEMAN S. YOUNG
REAL ESTATE

COR. MAIN < PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Eetabliehed 1868 Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.

a LIMEROCK STS. ROCKLAND
TAVERN STUDIO-

COR. MAIN

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

I. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARINE RAILWAYS

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

DYER’S GARAGE

FUEL AND GROCERIES
ROCKLAND, MAINE

DODGE SALES & SERVICE

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station
Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

C Willed
TEL. 966

“GREGORY’S”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FIREPROOF GARAGE

TEL. 727

ROCKLAND

THE REXALL STORE

THURSTON OIL CO.

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN 8T.

TEL. 646-W

ROCKLAND

Central Maine Power Company

W. H. GLENDENNING

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

VEAZ1E HARDWARE CO.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.
G. A. LAWRENCE

CAMDEN

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

ALFRED P. CONDON
7S PARK STREET

Antiques Bought and Sold
16 HIGH STREET

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

sJ^

of our com
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PLAN TO VISIT THE
AGRICULTURAL TRAIN

Various reports have been circu
.Mrs. Elizabeth Porter Earle of
lated alxtut the business intentions, Good Health In Our Community Is Possible 'Through Lansdowne, Pa., is a guest at C. B.
of Capt. Russell D. Gray and his pur
Teele’s.
pose to change his residence to an
Mrs. Myra Lermond, Mr. and Airs.
Proper Care and Results In General Prosperity
other state.
On information from
Roy Lermond of Barre. A't, and Ralph
the captain himself this statement is |
A'inal of Springtleld, Mass., arrived
made—that the Gray Boat plant will
Are we using that "Ounce of Prevention" In Rockland, or do we pay Wednesday and are guests of Mrs.
be maintained here. In addition.
Louise Folsom and Airs. Ira T. Smith,
Capt. Gray is developing a brokerage the "pound" for the cure?
School street.
If;
is
well
worth
considering
—
and
considering
carefully.
business in the sale of boats of any
Mrs. William Benner returned
builders. To carry that on. it will be
Today we have the advantages of agencies for good health which were Thursday from a visit in Relfast.
of advantage to reside in Boston ip not dreamed of a few years ago. We now have other proven facilities
iMrs Louise Chilles entertained the
the winter, which he is planning to
Economy Club Tuesday evening.
which
were
known
of,
possibly,
but
which,
according
to
the
standard
of
do. Mr. Condon twill remain as fore
The Sit and Knit Club entertained
living if even fifteen years ago, were not looked upon as being vital in Monday at the home of Mrs. Evelyn
man.
Mrs W. O. Fuller, Mrs. Arthur J.
Patrick.
he health of the individual, and so the health of the community.
Klliot and Mrs. Kmiiie Gould, of the
AVinfleld Leadbetter. 84 years, flew
Some of these points are still subjects of debate. Others are uni
committee on furnishings for the
to Rockland and back Wednesday and
versally
practiced.
There
is
a
difference
of
opinion
on
vaccination;
there
Knox Memorial, made a brief trip to
was delighted with the new mode of
Boston this week and made prelimi is a difference of opinion on pasteurized milk; but there is no difference from Boston and New York and is
nary examination with reference to j of opinion as to the value of sick room sanitation and the imperative travel.
wall papers for the new Montpelier.
entertaining her nieces. Miss IsSihcl
need of the growing child for wholesome milk.
There will be a meeting of the
Fraser and Miss Bee Brelhner, the
There is a difference of opinion still as to the true answer to the ques
heads of committees for the Legion
Mrs. Mary Noyes has returned
Fair at the home of Mrs. Avis Brasier, tion of why thousands succumb yearly to tuberculosis, but there is a na latter recently from Scotland.
IHyler street, next Tuesday evening, tional enthusiasm back of the Christmas Seal movement. Playgrounds
Misses Harriet and Sarah Sprague
at 7.30 o’clock. It is hoped that by and playtime for children, careful feeding of children and adults alike, of Hartford are spending a fortnight
5.50 P. M.
that time all booth chairmen will
at Island Home.
have made up the list of their as scientific sanitation in the home, all are more or less recent—but all are
Mr. and Airs. Frank Albert of New
• Extensive Exhibits of Pure Bred Cows
sistants, and can toll the people in valuable to the community.
York are guests at Almon Miller’s.
Sheep, Poultry, Turkeys and Swine
charge of the fair just what they
T. C. Carver was host of a sailing
We have in the professional and business activities of our city, on the
Display of Grains and Grasses
need in the way of supplies, etc.
party
to
Matinicus
Wednesday.
shelves of store and pharmacy, in soda fountain and restaurant, hundreds
Tickets for the concert sponsored
Instructive Lectures—Exchange of Ram Lambs and Roosters
The children's concert last Sun
by the Vniversalist Church Organ of aids no more healthy living. And a more healthy Rockland would mean day evening at Union Church includ
Bring samples of your Soil to be Tested for Acidity
Fund committee of Rockland may be a more wealthy Rockland.
ed the following program: Scripture
Everyone Cordially Invited
___________
had from Miss Alcada Hall. The
A look to our community health conditions, a look to our personal py Greetings," George Lawry; "If."
artists for this concert are Nettie health standards, a thought to our business and personal future would all reading, Caroline Calderwood; “HapAgricultural Department
MAINE
MAINE
Green Kittredge of New York so
Everett Tolman; "Children’s Day.
CENTRAL
Maine Central Railroad
prano, John Fay of Portland pianist, help to remind us that, given these opportunities, we should grasp them Dorothy Conway; “Little Wings.'
entral
89-90
and Mrs. Wellington Smith accom to bring about the HEALTH we should have in our OWls life, in the life Betty Brown, Audrey Coombs, Jean
panist. Date July 28, at 8 o’clock.
Straehan, Ruth Morton; “Giving."
of this city.
Miss Hilda George gave a theatre
Evelyn Hopkins: “If I Knew," Paul
Donald and Paul Merriam; food ta
party at 'Lakewood Thursday eve
ine Smith; dialogue, Leslie Smith and logues, impersonations and costumed
ble, Mrs. Martha Maddocks, Mrs. F.
ROCKPORT
ning. The guests were Mr. and Mrs.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Richard Libby; "Summertime Verse, character sketches. While at Owl's Speed. Miss Edna Ross; fancy work,
Ensign Otis, Mr. and Mrs. Donald P.
Alice Ericson; piano solo, Caroline Head he will be the guest at Mrs.
Miss Ruth Russell and Mrs. Carlson.
George, 'Miss Clara Spear. Mr. and
Miss Susie Lowell spent Thursday Dyer; "The Garden of Tour Heart. ' Florence Speed.
Saturday occurred an automobile
Services Sunday at the Baptist
Mrs William Gray and Nathan Far- accident Just below Stevens' resi with relatives at Bucksport.
Rosa Afathieson: “Just a Laugh."
well.
Mrs. Adelaide Morrill, Mr. and Mrs. Evelyn Gray; "A Wonderful Door." Church, Rev. Helen Hyde Carlson,
dence when one of our townsmen and
Miss Mailtelle Brown was a visitor one who was born and brought up 1 Everett Fales and Miss Winnlfred Elizabeth Hopkins: dialogue. Ruth' pastor: Sunday school 10 a. m.:
in B»ston this week.
here were seriously injured. Mr. Andrews with Wendall Thornton as Carver and Marilyn Carver; "The morning service at 11; evening, 8 p.
Headquarters For New
The railroad bridge on Wadsworth Colby is able to be about and Mrs. chauffeur motored Wednesday to Flowers," Alice Burgess. Louise Bur m. daylight.
England
street has been repaired.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Norton of New
Emery Is no longer on the danger list,- Boothbay Harbor where they passed gess. Miriam Green leafe; "Summer
Airs. Arthur J. Elliot attended the although seriously injured and faces a delightful day.
Messengers," Neta Eisner; "The Firs: runswick, N. J., who have recently
monthly meeting of the State School
painful hospital experience.
Lieut. C. O. Comp and family who Children’s Day," Evelyn Dunlap: l>een guests of Mrs. Clara Maddocks
for Boys Friday in South Portland.
Saturday nightMrs. Alma Harlow, have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. "The Optimist.” Eugene Burgess; "It have returned home.
Thirty members of the Beta Alpha
Belongs To Me." Matie Robinson; "A
At a meeting of the Baptist Cir
one of the village's oldest and highly Frederick Richards, returned last
attended the picnic at the home of
Cheery Good iWe.” Ixuiise Burgess;
Ship us your fowls and broilers and re
respected citizens died after a severe Saturday to Annapolis. Md.
ceive the profit others are making on you.
Miss M. J. Watts Wednesday eve
recitations by Ruth Williams, Rich cle last week it was decided not to
illness of several weeks. Funeral
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Clough. Miss ard Williams, Beatrice Burgess, Pris have a supper in connection with
We remit dn!ly at top market prices. We
ning. Supper was served on the
water and feed your poultry. Our expert
lawn. Plans were made for the fair services were held Tuesday with the Mabel Maddocks and B. F. Co’lamore cilla Chilles. Burton Dyer, Herbert the annual church fair to be held
salesmanship makes money for shippers
on declining markets as well as rising
on the Mall Aug. 6. The social hour Forget-me-not Chapter, O.E.S., at of Rockland motored to Bingham Peterson,' Lorraine Pierce, Joseph Aug. 14. The chairmen of commit
Thursday. On the return trip they Dyer. Mary Johnson. Betty Brown. tees are Mrs. A. B. Borgefson, general
markets. Ship, write, phone or wire us
tending
in
a
body.
was one of the best.
rbout market prices, tags, coops, quota
Early Sunday morning Mrs. Julia stopped for a short time in Augusta Jean Straehan: songs by Louise Bur soliciting; Mrs. Ella Maddocks, Berl
Air. and Mrs Walter Morton and
tions and other information. We are selling
Rocks for 35c and a 2c premium. Reds 30c
Miss Abbie Morton who have been Allen, who is 80 years of age. had the visiting the State House and other gess, Alice Burgess and by the school. Borgerson, fish pond soliciting;; icc
and a 2c premium. Full feathered red
cream table. Mrs. Ruth Buckminster,
visiting relatives in town have left misfortune to fall and badly frac places of interest.
broilers weighing four pound* over we are
Leon Fickett has bought the Daniel
Mary Foster; cretonne, Miss Lillian
selling for a 3c premium. Compare our
on their return to their home in ture the ball and socket Joint in her
sales with others.
Maddocks, and Margery Phifbrnok:
OWL’S HEAD
Watertown. Mass. They will make hip and Tuesday she was taken to McLoud house in Rockland and plans
aprons,
Mrs.
Daisy
Maddocks,
Mrs.
to
move
his
family
there
the
coming
Knox Hospital tor treatment. Mrs.
stops enroute for sightseeing.
New England Commission
Celia Leadbetter; fruit punch. Mca.
Allen is beloved by all who know her week.
• * * •
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Chester of
George Crockett is now able to be Philadelphia are guests of Capt. and Bone, Olive Farrell; flowers and
Friends of the family will regret and sympathy is extended her from
Cca, Inc.
fruit, Mrs. Parker Merriam, Cornelia
the passing away of Charles W. all sides. Mrs. Roswell Allen and out after having been 111 for several Mrs. Charles Chester.
West
Washington
Market
Emery; candy. Mrs. Evelyn St.
Creighton, a son of Charles A. and son arrived here Sunday from Whit days.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Merriam and
New York City
Watkins 0664
Lois SI. Creighton, which took place insville to visit her.
Frank McDonnell, foreman for the family spent the weekend with Mr. Clair; decorating committee. Mrs.
Albert Lester, Jr. of Portland is N. E. Telephone Co. for sometime, Is and Mrs. Ernest D. Jackman of Parker Merriam, Mrs. Edith Young.
at the home Thursday evening. Pri
vate funeral services will be held spending his vacation here with his now receiving the congrataulations of Orono. Miss Hope Jackman is now
sister, Mrs. James Hopkins. Philip friends on his promotion to district the guest oC Misses Virginia and
Sunday at 2 p. m. daylight.
Mrs. Bernice Henderson and Miss Lester and friend of Portland passed construction supervisor.
Dorothea Merriam.
Helen Paine of Worcester visited the weekend here.
Miss Jennie Van Dereoy and guests
A benefit card party sponsored by
friends in town Wednesday.
Maynard Deane of Portland ispent the Library Building Association will of BulTalo, N. Y.. who have been oc
The remains of the' late Emil A. his vacation here with his family.
he held Thursday. July 31. at the cupying Castle Comfort for the las:
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kinds of Monumental
Manninen. who died in Poughkeepsie.
Rev. and M"s. A. E. Whitten and home of Mrs. Leola Mann. Playing fortnight, left Thursday for their
Work. With years of experience and a well equipped plant we
N. Y., were received here Thursday son called on friends in town Thurs will begin at 2.30. Those planning to homes.
%are ready to serve you.
by A. D. Davis A- Son and taken to
attend should make reservations
Next
Tuesday
evening
Walter
day.
Long Cove July 23 for interment.
early as the number of tables is Giles, well known impersonator and
PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
Mi. and Mrs. Rodney Fullerton limited. The proceeds will be added
At the Baptist Church Sunday:
reader of Boston will conduct an en
have
returned
tp
Boston
after
spend

Services at 9.45 a. m.. Sunday school
to the fund already started for the tertainment for the benefit of he
BASSICK BROTHERS
at
11:
morning worship topic. ing a fortnight 'with his parents. Mr. erection of a public library building church at 8 o'clock. There will also
Pleasant Beach Road;
South Thomaston
"Opened Eyes;” 7 o'clock vesper and Mrs. Frani: Fullerton.
Do your part to help swell the fund. Brunswick. N. J., who have rec- tly
Mrs. F. H Washburn and daughter
service, an old hymn illustrated by
448tf
The hour for beginning the service Giles presents a program of mono
Miss Fulvia of Hartford are guests on Sunday evenings at the Methodist
a chalk talk.
Little Phyllis Kalloch, daughter of of Mrs. Harry Wiggin for a fort Chiurch has been changed to 7 o’clock,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kalloch of the night.
standard time.
West End is at Knox Hospital for a
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jackson of
The Nitsumsosum Club was pleas
throat operation.
Boston are visiting relatives here.
antly entertained Monday evening at
Services Sunday at the Federated
Earl Hopkins oif Boston is spending the home of Mrs. Erlene Davis.
Church: Sunday School at 9.43 a. m.; his vacation here with his parents.
Everett E. F. Libby has been In
morning service at 11, subject "Look James Hopkins and J’ohn Lierny re
town this week, returning Tuesday
ing Up and Keeping On;” evening turned to Boston Saturday after
from a business trip to Calais on
service at 7 o'clock subject. "The spending two weeks here.
which he was accompanied by Mrs.
Si ng of Our Syrian Guest."
District Superintendent Dr. A. I. Lfbby and daughter Katherine. He
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Brown have Oliver of Auburn preached an in
left again Thursday for Portland for
leased the W. O. Masters engine hall teresting sermon in the church
a short stay.
near the State Prison and will open Wednesday evening. The service was
Ernest Wentworth moved his fam
revival meetings there next Sunday followed by a meeting of the Quar
evening, July 27.
Miss Vivian Ha- terly Conference when it was brought ily this week into the house on Com
warth of Oklahoma will furnish to mind' that our pastor and his wife mercial street, which be recently pur
music both string and piano. She who have made such a large place for chased.
The annual fair of the Methodist
is a fine musician and will be assist themselves in the lives of the young
ed by others. The public is Invited people of the village are to be here Church will be held AVednesday aft
to these services.
only live weeks longer. Those who ernoon and evening with tables for
• • • •
have not contributed to the support the sate of cooked foods, aprons,
‘
Stephen Danforth went to New of the pastor so far it is hoped will candy, punch, miscellaneous articles,
York the first of the week on busi avail themselves of the opportunity etc. and also a rummage table. In
ness.
very soon. Contributions may he the evening a short program will be
presented.
The Garden Club had a very inter paid to Mrs. A. F. Sleeper, treas
Mrs. B. P. Wooster returned Tues
esting meeting Thursday at the home urer of the church.
of Miss Margaret G. Ruggles. Mrs.
The past fortnight has been one of day from Manchester, N. H., where
Stephen Danforth (Elizabeth Han- the most eventful in this little town she was called by the death of George
ly) spoke in her own bright way of for many years. Thursday night 19 O. Estabrook. Mrs. Estabrook, Mrs.
the gardens of the tropical countries members o-f Forget-me-not Chapter, Wooster's niece returned with her
in which she had lived.
O.EjS.. held their annual picnic (or for a two weeks’ visit with relatives
Mrs. Marie Singer, John Singer and banquet) at Rockledge Inn, Spruce and friends in this vicinity.
Mrs. Charles Brann is the guest of
Miss Gustafson a summer resident Head. Friday occurred the Lawn
at Wyilie's, motored to Boston and Fete for the benelit of the schools and Mrs. Lizzie Davis at Port Clyde.
William Henry Clough, holder of
returned Wednesday.
that proved to be the greatest event
Thomaston was largely represented olf the season. Over $100 was netted. the Boston Post Cane for being the
at the regatta in Camden Friday, the The grounds dotted with attractive oldest citizen In town, passed his 90th
races, illuminations and fireworks ly decorated booths and colored elec birthday quietly at the home of his
will linger long in their memories.
tric fights made a very pleasing pic sun and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
■ The Baptist Ladies' Circle and ture and were thronged with people. Mrs. Herbert Clough July 15. Mr.
'Beta Alpha herewith present Jheir The management thanks everyone Clough has been a life long resident
list of committees for the fair and who helped in any way and especially of Rockport, and a host of friends ex
sale to be held on the Mall Aug. 6. the Rockland merchants who gave tended him congratulations and best
Beta Alpha—Candy, Mrs. Leila iSmal- so generously. House-Sherman, lnc„ wishes. He Is very well preserved in
In size, speed and durability, the sidering the purchase of an inex
ley, Mrs. June Creighton. Miss Chris furnished a fine radio for both aft health, being able to walk or drive
tine Moore; cold drinks. Miss Helen ernoon and evening which added considerable distances without fa
Chevrolet Six-Cylinder Truck is pensive haulage unit—in theSe
tigue.
A
gaily
decorated
birthday
IStudley, Mrs. Emmy Young; fancy greatly to the pleasure of the affair
superior to any haulage unit ever days, when business men are
cake,
presented
by
his
daughter-inWork, Miss Harriet Burgess, Mrs. and their kindness is much appreci
built by Chevrolet. Yet, for all watching transportation costs.
Amy Tripp, Mrs. Ruby Hall. Ladies’ ated. The booths were made possible law. added greatly to his happiness.
these decided advantages, it shows
The members of the Ladies’ Aid
Circle—(Plant table, Mrs. Addie Jones. only by the labor given by Mr. Watts,
(according to many prominent Many important features of the
Mrs. Grace Andrews; vegetable ta Mr. Wiggin. Mr. Stafford and Mert- are requested to meet Tuesday aft
fleet users) a lower maintenance Chevrolet Six-Cylinder Truck are
ble, Mrs. Minnie Wilson; hot dogs, fand Harrington. In fact nearly ev ernoon at the Methodist vestry to
complete
arrangements
for
the
fair
Mrs. Susie Newbert; remembrance eryone was so kind and helped so
cost than any other low-priced given below. Study them. Use
talde. Miss Emma Stackpole; sand much that words can hardly do jus to be held Wednesday.
truck of simile capacity!
The
Trytohelp
Club
will
meet
Mon

them as a basis of comparison—
wiches and coffee, Mrs. Cora Cur tice to the situation. R. W. Tyler
day evening at the home of Miss Horrier; cooked food. Mrs. John Brown: presented a numlber of beautiful post
These basic facts should be to prove quality—modern design
tense Bohndell, Beech street.
aprons, Mrs. Hattie Creighton.
rd views of the town which sold
borne in mind by everyone con -and EXTRA VALUE!
Miss Della Everett and Miss Mae
Plans for the Legion Fair, Aug. 20 like hot cakes, and his thoughtful
Barry have returned to AA’altham,
on the Mall are going steadily on. ness is much appreciated. And so on
Mass., after spending several d4y«
Special h'atwn of the Chcrrolct Six-Cylinder Truck
To date the following have agreed to anil on. And last hut no least it
at
the Everett camp.
take charge of booths: Fancy articles, should be remembered that the whole
Henry Tominski, who has been a
50 h. p. valve-in-head motor ... elliptic springs and low center of
Mrs. Hazel Anzalone; children’s ta thing was Mrs. J. II. Naum's idea and patient at Knox Hospital since his
48 lb. crankshaft . . . bronze- gravity preventing sidesway .. .
ble, Mrs. Anna Brasier; aprons, Mrs. carried to success mainly by her ex
fall last week when lie sustained
Lillian Comery; candy, Mrs. Leila ecutive ability and untiring efforts severe injuries, returned Wednesday
bushed pistons ... positive pres wide variety of bodies ... small
iSmalley; cooked food, Mrs. Ella along all lines. To her should go a to his home and is reported as grad
sure fuel pump ... deep channel down payment . . . easy terms
Dunn; ice cream. Miss Edith Len- hearty vote of thanks from the tax ually improving.
steel frame 187 inches long . . . . . . and the unusual protection
fest; hot dogs, Mrs. Matie Spauld payers of the town because Thurs
• • • •
mounts 9-foot bodies . . . low of Chevrolet’s liberal new owner’s
ing and Mrs. Susie Newbert; sand day night at the meeting of the
loading height... four long semi- service policy.
Church Notes
wiches. Mrs. Maria Copeland; coffee, Parent-Teacher Association that or
Mrs. Cora Currier and Mrs. Lena ganization was able to pay off bills
Methodist: Sunday morning service
l’/2Ton Chassis
Sedan Delivery .... »595
»’* TON CHASSIS
Merry; grabs, Mrs. Edith Clark. for
painting
the
schoolhouses at 10.30 with sermon by the pastor;
With Cab.............. *625
Other booth chairmen will be an amounting to $121.80 which would subject “The I'roud Pharisee;'' Sun
Light Delivery
nounced later. Miiss Kay Turner is have been added to tire taxes if it had day School at 11.45; evening serv
Roadster Delivery.. *440
Chassis.................. *365
(Pick-up boa extra)
lining up the parade, with every in not been for the Lawn Fete. It has ice at 7 o’clock, standard time;
FricesJ. o. b. Him. Michigan. Special Equipment Extra
dication that It will be a huge .suc been voted to make it an annual af Thursday evening prayer service at
cess. 'Lots* of help is needed, and fair.
7.30, •daylight time.
*
will everybody who is willing to
Baptist: "Wliat Seven Men Found.”
help please get in touch with any
will be Rev. Philip C. Hughey's sub
CHILDREN
member .of the Post or Auxiliary,
ject for Sunday morning: the choir
689 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
Mrs. Hazel Anzalone. Miss Turner or
will sing “Wliat a Friend We Have
Like It For
Marshall Bradford, who has kindly
In Jesus;" Junior sermon for the
Sprains, Bruises,
BAY VIEW GARAGE, INC.
consented to help the boys out this
children: Sunday .School at noon for
Burns, Insect Bitot
everyone; Young Peoples' Meeting
year In this arduous unrtertakin
Camden, Me.
Prepared by Norway Medicine Co .Norway,Me. at 6.30; Evening Singing Service at
7.30;
selections
by
the
male
chorus
To get what yeu want, first know
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
what iyoti want.—Rev. Bernard C If it fail, to benefit you when used dir*-cte<l on that all will enjoy; sermon. "A Point
the in«ide»mpper. Try. boob .hold by tiUetier* ed Pointer."
LARGEST RIT1LDER OF SIX-CYLINOER TRUCKS
ciausen, D.D.

July 30 \z

at Rockland

C

BROILERS

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS

CHEVROLET

Six-Cylinder Trucks

igger, Faster, Sturdier

and more economical

520

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

In Everybody’s Column
'

Lost and Fourd

Advertisements In this column not to exceed • LOST—Elgin wrist watch, Reward If re12 (Elm St.
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times turned to HARRY (MEALEY,
89*lt
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
FOUND—Glasses in. case between Bath and
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
Rockland. Apply at (COURIER-GAZETTE.
words make a line.
89-01
LOST—Small brushed wool sweater, tan,
Wanted
near Summer St. Finder please leave at THE
COURIBfc-GAZETTB Office.
86-89
WANTED—Immediately, two extra wait
FOUND ‘Near Megontlcook Lake, black and
resses and an extra cook at PARK ^STREET
But
VAFE. Manley T. .Perry, Prop._________
amc Warden, Union, Me.
WANTED-- Agents In Rockland and vicinity
to sell Christmas cards; $1 assortment con
taining 84 pieces 50 per cent profit. SARAH Summer Cottages and Board
STONE STUDIOS, iBangor, Me.
88-130
WANTED—Experienced stitchers at MOD
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum
ERN PANTS <’O.
78-tf
mer boarders advertise the fact in this naner
WANTED—To loan kioney on auto, house where thousands will read of it.
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
TO LOT—Red cottage, furnished, August
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
and September. $106 pei month : accommodates
FINANCE CO.. 16 School St., opp. Poatofflce.
five.
MRS. J. E. i'PEKRY, Pleasant Beach.
78-tf
South Thomaston._____________________ 89-91
TO LET—Cottage at Cooper’s ©each. WIL
LIAM LUFKIN. Tel. 715.1 or 949.
89-91
For Sale
TO LET—Cottage a (Crawford (Pond. Union.
FOR SALE—Plenty of fresh vegetables and WILLIAM SANHOM. Tel. 72 or 529-W. 89-tf
blueberries. H. K. BOWDEN. Lake Ave. Tel.
TO LET—For season summer cottage at
1183-R.
Owl’s Head.
MRS. RUTH McBEATH. 38
FOR SALE—Covered Dodge truck. % ton, Union St. Tel. 649.
‘ 73-tf
with four good tires. CLARENCE THOMP
FOR SALE—Large modern cottage at Cres
SON, (Consolidated (Coal Co.___________ 89-96
cent Beach, all Improvements, two-car garage,
FOR SALE -Canaries, extra nice singers, all fine location. EDWARD GONIA at Gonla’s
colors. Public cordially invited to -call afid Store. The New Bicknell.
75-tf
look them over.
Also Boston Hull pups.
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
MRS. A. K. JACKSON. (Clarry IHIII, Union.
89-94 Reach. All modern Improvements. LENA
K. SARGENT. Tel. 994 or 990-M.
78-tf
FOR SALE—Hooked rugs, old and new.
TO LET—Furnished cottage at Ocean View
Can be'seen afternoons at 9-Water fit. -MRiS.
G. K. (BLACK.
__________
89*91 Point, Spruce 'Head. J. S. ALLARD, Spruce
Head.
77-tf
FOR SALE—30 ft. open launch without en
gine at Axel Gornros’ shop. 641 Main St..
Rockland : also 28 ft. Friendship sloop corn*
Miscellaneous
plete with new sails at Brown’s shop. North
Haven. Apply to 'J. II. IWORRALL, INorth
NOTICE
—
This is to notify all persons that
Haven.
FOR SALE—House, one acre land, ham. in my wife, Eva M. ltipley, has left jny bed and
hoard
without
just (cause, and I'll he respon
Thomaston, rent .plan i$SOO. V. F. STUDLBY .
for no hills contracted by her or any
69 Park St. Tel. 1689.
_________ 88-tf sible
one else after this date. Signed (STANLEY A
FOR SALE— Fresh raspberries. W. ROB RIPLEY. Rockland, Me.. July 26. 1930.
BINS. Tel. 352-3. after 5.30 p. m.
88-90
89*91
FOR SALE—79 A. farm three miles from
WHEN LN BOSTON—Remember that you
Union Common, good buildings, hot and cold can buy copies of The Courler-tiaze'.te with
water, hath room, lightning rods on house the home news, at the OJd South News Agenej.
and barn; low price, small payment down. Washington St., next Old South Church.
Must be sold at once. Other farms large and
FISHING PARTIES taken to fishing
small.
Shown by appointment. M. R.
MILLER. East Union. Me.
88-90 grounds; everything furnished except eats.
Any days except Tuesday, Thursday or Satur
FOR SALE—Nice collie pups, 4 weeks old. day. S. T. A-HEtt, Rockland. Tel. 1070
males. $5; females, $3. Excellent cow dogs.
86*98
ALBERT SHERMAN. Union, Me. Tel. 7-41.
DR. JOHN LUNT. i.Medlum. will he at the
North Appleton.___________ _____ _____ 88*90
home of R, A. Greene, 38 Beech (St., Tuesday,
FOR SALK -Two-burner oil stove. In good July 29, for readings and treatment
ap
condition. Tel. 612-W. 11 STATE ST., City. pointment. TEL. 1186-X.
89-It
88*90
FARM. CROPS, STOCK. TOOLS. Well lo
FOR p*ALE - Rabbits. Flemish Giant Bred cated iprdductlve property sacrificed at a
does. $5 each. J. E. BEDELL, Cushing. Me.
fraction of Its true value to settle family
87-89 troubles; 59 acres, dark loam tillage, brook
FOR (SALE—Six Windows 10^x3M» feet, pasture. 30 fruit trees, berries. Pr. good
12x15 inch panes. Call 1154. STUDLBY horses. 6 cows. 3 heifers, hogs, 70 laying
FURNITi’RB CO.. Rockland.
87-89 liens, motor truck, tools, implements, hay, 8
cords dry Stonewood,acre potatoes, acre cab
FOR 'SALE—Quick sale, Essex 1926 coach, bage, 1% «<’re beans, acre corn, all Included
fair mechanically, nearly new tires, up at the low price of $3500, part cash. For pic
holstery fair ; $85 cash. P. O. 1399 WARREN. ture good white 6-room house, cement base
87-89 ment barn, poultry houses, see pg. 30. Cata
ME.
Free.
ISTROUT
FOR SALE—(City farm home. 38 acres—fine logue 1000 bargains.
road frontage.
Partially furnished house, 'AGENCY. 813-IMJ Did South Bldg., Boston,
Mass.,
Liberty
7135.
89-lt
eleven rooms, fine well, garage, large barn,
apple trees, fine cellar, Ideal for overnight
WANT TO PURCHASE SITE. WITH OR
and tourist (home. Low figure with terms without buildings, for summer home between
arranged. ORRIN J. DIGKEY. Belfast. Me.
Brunswick and Rockland. Attractive appear
87-89 ance
more Important than number of acres.
FOR SALE—Franklin touring car, new bat Must have a pleasing outlook with view of sea,
tery. new tires. PAYSON-NASH CO.. East lake, river or countryside. Should not he too
Union, Me.
87*89 far from Influence of cooling winds from sea
Shore privileges and boating not essen
FOR ISALB—Violin, ’cello, saxophone, flute, coast.
tial. Must not be exposed to motor boat
trombone, viola, guitar, piccolo, drums and noises. Might consider attractive village proptraps. TEL. TH< MM ASTON 105-11.
87-89 ety with ample grounds. Address with full
FOR KALJ£--Player piano and i85 music particulars ami price. OLD HOMESTEAD.
88*90
rolls. In good condition. 29 <STATE iST. or News Office, Damariscotta. Me.
Tel. 1194-W.
87*89
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM READINGS by ap
87-92
FOR SALE—Oak dining set, table, 6 chairs pointment. Tel. 305-W.
with leather seat and buffet. Just what you
WANTED—If you are out of a job. or earn
want for small home or cottage. CALL 45-iM. ing less than $50.00 per week, we have an op
86*88-tf portunity for you riglit here In Knox County,
FOR SALE—>SIx room bungalow at 40 distributing the well-known line of "Watkins
Admontem Ave., Rockland, furnished, with Household and Farm Line Products direct to
improvements: price right to settle an estate. well-established trade. Also a few available
CARRIE NICHOLS, 31 Hill St.. City. Tel. localities In adjoining counties. No selling
\Ve supply products,
831-W.
85-tf experience required.
sales and service methods. Our high quality
FOR SALE— Laundryette washing machine products with premium service gets the busi
A-l condition.
Price right for quick sale. ness for you. Write at once for complete In
EVERETT E. F. LIBBY. Amesbury St.. formation and first choice of locality. The J.
Rockport.
84-tf It. WATKIN’S COMPANY, 231 Johnson avenue,
FOR SALE—Two family house, first class Newark, |N. J. Attention. II. M. Favrow.
86-91
condition, with Improvements, $2650. V. F. Dept, A-33._____________
STUDLBY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
79-tf
TRADE—One 6 and one 7 tube radios, cost
FOR SALE—1% Ton Ford 1927 truck with $90 and $180. Want Ford auto later than
Waford gear shift and hand hoist steel dumb 1924, closed model preferred. Will trade for
body E. O. PH I LB ROOK & SON, 632 Main Vlctrola, guns, rifles, etc. BERT B. CUN
St.. Rockland. Tel. 466-W.
78-89 NINGHAM, Augusta, Maine Statu Hospital.
.
85*90
FOR SALE—Mill wood 4 ft. long. $6.50;
WE ARE PREPARED TO MAKE YOUR
stove length. $8 ; fitted wood, $14 ; also lumber.
L. A PACKARD. R F D. Thomaston.
73-tf wool into yarn. Write for prices and particu
lars. Also yarn for sale. 11. A. BARTLETT.
FOR SALE- 250 acre farm, house and barn Harmony, Me.
83-94
in good condition. 1000 cords hard wood, some
RO( K AND CEMENT WORK, cellar wa
blueberry land, cuts 60 tons hay, Waldohoto,
$3600. easy term. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park built and repaired ; all kinds of lawn work.
St. Tel. 1080.
72-tf Hie day or Contract. HENJAMLN KNOW
TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467.
75*86
FOR SALE—Wood that makes warm
LAWN MOWERS repaired and sharpened,
friends. Tel. Rockland 125-W or 122-2 Thom
aston. Fitted wood, $14 : junks, $12; cord called for and delivered. Satisfaction guar
VOKt $10. del. O. H. ( HIE ft 00 . Thomas anteed. CRIB HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
TH. 791.
73.tf
ton. Successor to Ralph Conant A Son.
•
78-tf
MONEY TO LOAN op 1st and 2nd mort
FOR SALE—Hardwood fitted, $14; junks, gages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School SL
78-tf
$12; long, $10; fitted limbs, $10; fitted soft Opp, postoffice.
wood and slabs. $8; also lumber. T. J. CARLET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf repair your furniture at 216 L1MEROCK ST.
78-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions Tel.. 1010.
in Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and Rockland Hair 8tore. 24 Elm 8t. Mall or
talk over my list If you wish to buv. ROBERT sollcfted, H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
7
IL COLLINS. 375 Main Bt. Tel.77.
78-tf
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. Co

To Let

and estates, up-to-date property, In
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay
us what you want ORRLN J PICK]
fast. Me.

TO LET—Five room tenement, modern Im
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember tnat you
provements.
Inquire DR. [BARTLETT. 41
Limeroek St. Tel. 982.
K9-91 can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News Agency,
TO LET—House at 29 James St., modern Washington St., next Old South Church.
Improvements, newly papered and . painted
throughout ; also tenement 50^ Summer St.,
hath room, gas range, fresh paper and paint
throughout. F. iE. HURLEY, 49 Summer St.
89 91
TO LET--Bleeping room suitable for work
ing man, near Main St., price cheap. CALL
8U1
89-lt
TO LET—Three room Furnished apartment,
‘Keeps the Foot Well”
adults pnly. LILLIAiN {BICKNELL, 47 J’leasant St.
89*91
for Men and Women
TO LET—Garage and storage.
V. F.
STUDLEY. 69 Park 8t. Tel. ltrSn.
88-tf
TO LET—Furnished apartment.
Adults
only ; also rooms, board nearby. Garage, 72
Camden St. MRS. W. A. KIMBALL.
88-93
TO LET—Furnished apartment of two
rooms, all modern. Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
88*90
TO LET—By the month, week, or /weekend,
Heel-to-Ball Fitting
a furnished farm house and garage for two
cars on IMedunlcook (River opposite Camp
Wapello. Friendship.
R. R. THOMPSON.
DORMAN’S
Friendship, Me.
87*90
♦40
MAIN
8T.
ROCKLAND
TO LET—Three furnished rooms at 14
20-tf
SUFFOLK 3T. Tel. 364-M
87*89
TO (LET—Two car garage for dead storage.
E. F. LIBBY, Amesbury St.. Rockport.
84-tf
TO LET—Attractive furnished or unfur
nished apartment, 5 rooms, bath, garage, all
modern, freshly decorated, adults preferred.
Inquire 5 LISLE ST. Tel. 4S9-R.
82-tf
TO LET—Five room tenement, all modern,
garage, southern exposure. ROBERT U.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
80-tf
TO LET—Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
Since 1840 this Arm has
and hath. GUTLER-COOK CO.
76-tf
faithfully served the families
TO LET—Seven room tenement ana garage
of Knox County
at 10 High «t. ETTA H. SANBORN, 23 Ames
bury St. Tel. 1158-W.
72-tf
LADY ATTENDANT
Tsl. Day 450 ; 781-1
TO LET—Seven room apartment, all mod
ern. with sun porch, corner Cedar and Brew
AMBULANCE SERVICE
ster Sjs.. opposite Science Church. Apply at
MEN’S SHOP. Park St.
“
78-tf'
TO LET—Furnished apartment of tko
rooms, or single rooms, all modern
HILL
ROCKLAND, ME.
DANE. Tel. 427-R.
78-tf

BURPEE,
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St. j
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
MRS. FROST. 8 Summer SL Tel. 318-R.

78-tf
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
Apply to B. A. SMITH, Thorndike ft Hix
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
78-tf

CHICHESTER
S PILLS
. the diamond bkand. a
Pllta la H.4 ud «l.!d mAjS?
bo.<«.
w«|l Bhn Klbbaa.

m,M

own as Bta. s«MM< Always RefMda

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Priest paid. Call
or write Charles Shins, ears of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Ms. Tel.
Warren 3-3 end trucks will call at
your door. Referencas: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
J7-tf

Every-Other-Daj

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 26,

FOR

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone vrlll be gladly received.

Thf first concert in the Camden
summer series under the direction of
Frank Bibb of Baltimore and New
York takes place Tuesday evening at
TELEPHONE ____________ ___ ________ 770
the Camden Opera House, with Mar
got Jean, gifted French vocalist,
The R.F.A. Club was entertained harpist and cellist, and James
Wednesday at Chuse Farm, with Mrs. Sorber, tenor, both of New York, as
Hester Chase and Mrs. Chorls Jen featured artists.
kins as hostesses. Cards followed
picnic dinner, with honors being won
Mrs. Clara Werner and daughter
by Mrs. A. R. [Havener, Mrs. Mary Alice of East Milton, Mass., arc
Keizer. Mrs. Fred'Collamore at,d Mrs. guests for two weeks of Mr. and Mrs.
Adelaide Butman.
Henry Farrow. •

Mrs. Augustus Sweetland of Bos
ton entertained at her summer home
at Martin’s Point Tuesday evening
in honor of her nieces, Misses 'Edith
and Margaret Carter of Chicopee,
Mass. There were three tables of
bridge and luncheon.
Mrs. Maynard Oxton and guest Mrs.
J.ester Ayer of Medford, Mass., mo
tored to Iuewiston Wednesday where
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Franz M. Simmons.

Mrs. John Pomeroy entertained at
bridge Thursday evening at her
home on Talbot avenue, with her sis
ter, Mrs. E. Vere Powers of Balti
more, as honor guest. There were
'our tables, honors being won by
Mrs. A. L. Whittemore and Miss
Margaret Snow,
Beautiful garden
flowers in vari-colored hues were
used effectively as house decorations.
Buffet lunch was served. Among the
out of town guests were Mrs. A. K.
Glover of Charlotte, N. C„ and Miss
Eleanor Rogers of Haverhill, Mass.

Hervey Knowlton of Boston, who
has been visiting his uncle, Johr.
The Charity Club had luncheon
Knowlton, Kind other relatives in this
Thursday at College Inn, Searsport.
city, returned Thursday to resume
his duties with the Naval Reserves.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jordan enter
tained the Friday Night Club last
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Longanecker Of evening nt the A. M. Moody camp,
Racine, Wis., are making 10 days' Georges River. Picnic supper was
visit
with
Mrs.
Longanecket's
served. Auction bridge was the chief
brother, Rev. W. S. Rounds. Mrs. source of entertainment.
Out of
Longanecker is superintendent of
town guests were Mr. and Mrs. Wil
schools in Racine.
liam Crockett of Hamilton, Ontario.
Ernest Munro is still confined y>
Mrs. Alton Palmer and children
the hospital, but the welcome world
are In Pittsfield, guest of relatives.
wanes that he. is gaining health rapmly.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gordon of
Worcester, Mass., have been guests
Miss Gertrude Phillips was hostess
during the week of Mrs. Jessie
to the It. V. Club Thursday evening
Dolham, James street. On their re
with Miss Betty Clark as guest of
turn they will be accompanied by
honor. At cards honors were won
Mrs. Gordon’s father, William Wardby Miss Clark and Ellen Fernald.
well, who has been in this city since
The ciuli will be entertained at Its
last May, stopping at the home of
next meeting by Miss Mildred iSuke- Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pendleton.
forth.
Mrs. Annie'Jennison of Waltham,
Rev. J. L. Darsle of Pittsburg ar and Mrs. Ida Fairbanks of Hudson
rived yesterday for a visit with his are the guests of their sister Mrs
daughter, Mrs. W. S. Rounds.
Elsie E. Smith. Broadway for the
coming fortnight.
Ralph Feyler of Fitchburg. Mass.,
recently visited his Rgckland home.
Mrs. A. J. Huston gave a coffee
He was called to Waldoboro by trie
Wednesday morning at her home on
death of bis mother.
Neal street. Portland, to honor her

house guests, Mrs. A. W. Johnston
Airs. Edward Gonla returned yes
pf Marblehead, Mass., and Mrs.
terday from a visit in Boston.
Douglas DeForest of New York.
Mrs. Frank L. Berry poured. About
Mrs. Emily Greene and Mrs. Jessie
25 invitations were, issued.
Dolham were guests Wednesday of
the Misses Myra atul Winnefred Fitch
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Glover of Wa
who are occupying the McBeath cot tertown, Mass., arrive today for two
tage at OwJ's Head.
weeks' visit at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Hemenway.
Mrs. Fred Bucklin and children,
Charlotte, Mary and Anne, who have
Mr. and Mrs. Unwood Dyer, and
been visiting Mrs. Fred Jordan, will grandson Maurice Harvey and Mr.
leave Sunday for their home in Port and Mrs. Alfred Fredette motored
Arthur, Texas.
Sunday to Rangeley Lakes.
The Tango Club spent Thursday at
Mr. and Mrs. Karl O'Brien and
the Chase Farm,
daughter Betty were guests Tuesday
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette at
The wonted quiet of the St- Ash Point.
Georges Valley up around the Middle
road. Warren, was rudely shattered
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Gifford rrf
late Tuesday afternoon when three Providence were overnight guests of
cars pulled up at Teempealrh, the Xfr. and Mrs. F. W. Fuller, leaving
Richardson camp, and discharged this afternoon for New Harhor where
their feminine cargoes. Boating up they will make a fortnight's stay.
the beautiful river, alleged fishing, They were accompanied by their
target shooting, conversational eales- daughter Mrs. Gordon Fleming and
thenics and dancing filled in the hour, young son, who will remain for a
to the time when the group sat down visit with the Fullers. Mrs. Fleming
to the big table on the porch. Deco as Miss Florence Gilford was class
rations were in field flowers. I'rizAp
mate of Mrs. Lucy Fuller Foster at
at auction fell to Mrs, Hazel Curtis,
La sell.
Miss Elizabeth Post and Miss Pearl
Borgerson.
Class 29 of the M. E. Sunday school

J. E. Knowlton returned Wednes
day from a week's visit in Belfast
and Brooks.

Ralph C. Lewin, of the MeDougallI.add staff has returned from a fort
night's vacation spent in Houlton
and Canada.
Miss Frances Chatto entertained 14
girls at Sea View cottage. Crescent
Beach. Thursday afternoon and eve
ning. A “weinie” roast and basket
picnic was followed by swtmminri,
games and dancing. Several records
were made at pitching hprseshoes,
It Is rumored that there may be a
recount of the occupants of Mist
Adams' car on the homeward journey.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Brown, who
are spending the summer at Mount
Pisgah, Boothbay Harbor,
were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Sherman,
at the summer ladies’ night meeting
<f the Boothbay Harbor Civic C'-ub.
at Newagen Inn. Southport, Wednes
day evening. The speaker was. Con
gressman Wallace H. White Jr. ,

enjoyed an all day pltffiic Wednesday
at the Crescent Beach cottage of
Mrs. George L St. Clair. It was
ideal weather and an ideal day.
Twenty mernbers were present. A
vote of thanks was given and much
credit was due the president, Mrs
Ida Simmons, for auto transporta
tion.

The auxiliary of Sons of Union
Veterans is sponsoring a bridge party
Tuesday evening at Grand Army hall
with Mrs, Helen Paladlno ns hostess

Col. Albert flelliveau of Rumford,
Democratic candidate for Congress,
has been house guest of Mr. and Mrs,
E. C. Moran, Jr.
Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield and Mrs.
Grace Ayers-Black entertained at a
■bridge luncheon at the County Club
yesterday, with 28 guests present
Beautiful garden flowers were used
as decorations. There were six ta
bles and honors were won by Mrs,
,H. B. Fales, Mrs. E. L. Brown, Mrs.
W. D. Talbot of Portland, Mrs. C, X.
Burrows, Mrs. W. T. Cobb and Mrs,
,E. F. Glover. Among the out of
town guests were Mrs. Mary Newell
of New York. Mrs. Thomas C. Fales
of Boston, Mrs. Talbot of Portland
and Mrs. Keeneth of Sea Cliff, L I.

The Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Unit
ed Spanish 'War Veterans were de
lightfully entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
Albert M. Hastings at their Ingraham
Hill cottage Thursday afternoon -fnd
evening, picnic supper being among
Mrs Jennie T. Higgins of Baltimore
the features A company of 3S, In
cluding Spanish War veterans, thjlr
tht-ir is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. A
wives, and guests, were pres'
sett, Greene, Beech street.
ivfcie
Mrs. John S. Ranlett of Rockvl
The Shakespeare Society outing at
and Mrs. George T. Stewart of lioqkoqkland had charge of the outing.
SI '•< the Smith Hope Sweet Shop Wed
nesday had 35 members and guests
The program arranged by Nellie present. After the 1 o'clock lunch
Green Kittredge,
e, soprano, of New served In the Powell's usual com
York, and John 'E. Fay, pianist,‘of mendable style the use of the farm
Portland for the concert sponsored,by house was turned over to the ladies
the llniversalist Organ Fund Cntn- While no set program was carried
mlttee Monday evening indleates (he out. unique and very interesting
music lovers. Mrs. Kittredge qrlll Stories were read by Mrs. Aldana
have Edno Wellington Smith of Npw- Spear and Mrs. Ruth Whittemore
York as accompanist. The prograj#.' and much merriment was furnished
Soprano—Tes Yeux .................. ............... ll.-ttey by limericks, both personal and per
t’aprlco Vlennolfl ......................... IKrvftder taining to Shakespeare. The guests
11 llarlo ............................................ Ahlitl were Mrs. A. K. Glover of Charlotte
Mrs. 'Kittredge I
Plano— Rnmanzc In IP. sharp ........... Schumann N. C„ Miss Mabe] Snow of Brookline,
Valse. ft sharp minor ................ t'hgplll Mass., Miss Edith Wilson of Malden
Berceuse, Op. J.7 ■ S....................... Chopin Mass., and Molly Rhodes of Portland
Polonaise. (Op. 153........................ IChopln
Former or alumni members were
'Mr. Pay
Mrs. Elizabeth Boynton of Lexing
Soprano -Aria—Bsllalclla. "Che volo d'*ogelll” from ”1 IPagllaccI" ....... Leoncavallo ton. Mass., Mrs. Adelaide Dart of
'Mrs. Kittredge
Plano Cracovlennc Panlastlque, Q'adcrcMrskt Providence, Mrs. E. K. Gould, Miss
Reflets dan 1'Eau........................ Debussy Martha Wight and Mrs. Lillian MortValse in E. lOp. 31. No. 1 .... MoskoWshl land. of .Rockland; Mrs. Grace Young
|Mr. IPay
Soprano - fio No! <io. .Mv Love........ Hagerman of Boston; Mrs. Caroline Achorn
Songs (My Mother Taught Me ..... 5>vorak Merriam of Walnut Creek, Calif,
Lullaby ................................... |Cyrll ISeott (guest of honor), Mrs. Lena Thorn
The Lullaby........................... CvrllII tScntt
_
IScolt ...
The'1‘Plpcr of Uve ....... Molly c2eq,dike Draper of Canton, Mass., and
Mrs. Kittredge
'Mrs, Caro McDougall of Portland
The concert Is to be at the 'Uhl- The committee in charge was com
versalist Church. Union street, (he posed of Mrs. Edith Bird, Mrs. Clara
hour being 8.15 daylight.
Rounds and Mrs. Emily Stevens.

A
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UNDERSTANDING
Open Daily from 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.

Dr. William Sharpe Makes Plea For Cooperation With Pan
America—The Medical Society’s Work

CONCERT

“Pan Americanism” seen effect of the closer cooperation of
from an entirely new angle physicians and surgeons through the
Pan Americans are
for local eyes was yester association.
day's Rotary Club eonsld- studying English and the men from
< ration with Dr. William this country are learning Spanish
Sharpe of New York presenting a frequent general clinics and and visi
masterly word picture of our neigh tations are held and an association
bors on the ISouth. He spoke with magazine with over 5000 subscribers
the authority of the student and is published to take care of advances
enthusiast, stressing particularly the In both fields.
work of the Pan 'American Medical
Another important step is the
nectlon is the founding of a Pan
Society of which he was a founder.
By way of introduction Dr. Sharpe American hospital, staffed by Pan
told something of the attitude, up to Americans and catering to the colony
a decade ago, of the South American of 109,000 from the southern republics.
republics toward the United States. The surgeons there are full attending,
It was largely a feeling of fear and i. e. in active charge, and are doing a
suspicion induced by the oversight remarkable constructive work co
offered by this country in maintain operating closely with eminent sur
ing peace and harmony through the geons and specialists the country
use of marines in times of political over. One effect has been that the
unrest. The fear was felt that some profession in 'Pan America now looks
time the marines would not be with to the United States for excellence In
drawn or that the financial Interests surgery though France and Germany
of the North would become so great as still prevail in medicine and pathology.
A pleasing conclusion was pre
to control the smaller countries. Too,
to control the smaller countries. Also ! sented in the form of a survey of the
fessional and business men of the 14,000 mile air plane trip made re
republics were not always given the | cently by the officers of the society,
most courteous of treatment in New visiting all the South American cities
York and other centers, largely due of consequence and receiving a splen
in our Inability to speak Spanish and did welcome all along the line. Re
possibly to the dusky complexions of ceptions. lectures anil operative
the visitors. At the same time Ger clinics were the order of the night,
many and France were extending spe with days mainly spent in flying. The
cial inducements and courtesies to trip occupied 21 (lays, crammed with
the South Americans to come thither work, thrills and enjoyment. While
the visiting surgeons had much to
for research and trade.
....
give Pan America they found much
This condition was not fully rec that Pan America has to give us, and
ognized in this c-untry until the close the speaker urged Ills hearers when
of the World War, when remedial ever possible to travel through those
steps were undertaken. It was interesting countries, feeling that
brought forcibly to Dr. Sharpe’s at such a trip would possess more in edu
tention in 1925 when he visited Mexico cation and beauty than a tour abroad.
A. P. Blaisdell, coal dealer, was
the formation of the Pan American
every consideration by the fraternity welcomed into the club and Dr. Walter
of the city. Upon his return he be P.Conley made a pleasing debut as
gan th eagitation which resulted in chorister. Visiting JRotarians were
gan the agitation which resulted in B. L. Hunt and J. XI. Seymour of
Medical Society's first chapter in Salamanca, N. Y., Bill Stark, Orange.
New York. There are now active Texas, George D. Campbell Pough
chapters in all South American keepsie N. Y., Joshua Chase, Orlando,
Fla., Harry Jackson, Lebanon, N. H.,
countries.
The medical profession of Pan F. M. Longanecker, Racine, Wis..
America is and has long been awake Charles H. Holden, Hanover, N. H.,
and progressive. The bulk of all text I. R. Cutler, Old Town, Dr. E. A.
and Dr.
books were in 'French and practically Farrington Haddonfield. N.
all research work was done in France C. H. Jameson, Camden. The guests
and Germany. The reception of the Seabrooke Gregory, Hartford, Conn..
visiting doctors in New York was not Albert T. Gould. Boston, Dr. A. P.
always too cordial, largely due to Heald. Thomaston. Dr. L. T. Rogers,
lack of a common language. This is Dr. F. B. Adams, E. D- Spear and N. F.
today largely changed due to the Cobb.

Monday Evening, July 28

FOR

at 8 o’clock

THE BEST SHORE DINNERS

Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., fs attending
luncheon today given 'by Miss
Elizalbeth Marbury, National Demo
cratic coirnnitteewoman of New
York, at her summer home at Mount
Vernon (Maine), In honor of her
guest Miss Helen Donohue of Port
land.

CAMDEN

The annual Ibazaar by the ladies of
iSt. Thomas parish will be held this
' year on Aug. 5, at the Camden Yacht
I Clulb.
Useful
and.
ornamental
! articles, ice-cream and cake will :be
on sale. 'Dancing will be enjoyed.
I Tf stormly that day, postponed to
Arthur N. Lawrence is resting ' Wednesday.
,
of Medford,
comfortably at Knox Hospital follow I Timothy; O’Brien
is spending two weqks in
ing an operation Thursday night for ;
appendicitis.
. Camden.
| The Dine 4-H Club wilt meet next
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Fales of | Tuesday at Sandy Beach, Lake MeBoston are registered at the Samoset. ; gunticook. If stormy, the meeting
will be held at Megunticook Grange
Mrs. Fred Wentworth and daugh hall. Picnic dinner.
“Lasting Integrity” will be tilie
ters Doris, Norma and' Martha of
Worcester are guests of Mr. and Mrs. subject of Rev. Albert E. Luce's
Clarence E. Goulding, Pacific street. address Sunday morning at the
Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bickford of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Chick of Cor 'New York and 'Mr. and Mrs. H. I.
nish are spending the week with ITfc>lt and son Kenneth oif Roxbury,
their daughter, Mrs. Thomas C. Mass., are guests of Mrs. E. Frank
Stone, 80 Pleasant street.
Knowlton.
Mrs. A. C. Shepherd of Cincinnati.
Mrs. Echart Colburn was happily Ohio, has rented Mrs. A II. Chamber
surprised Thursday evening when lain’s house on Marine avenue for the
upon accompanying her husband on season.
a supposedly necessary errand she
Rev. T. M. Griffiths of Waterville
was taken to Crawford Pond where will occupy the pulpit of the Baptist
she found several of her friends gath Church Sunday morning. Mrs. Alaric
ered to celebrate her birthday in a Stone of Boston will be the soloist.
fitting manner. Picnic supper was
iRev. L. A. Campbell has accepted
laid for ten, those present being Mr. the call as pastor to the Chestnut
and Mrs. Coftiurn. Miss Eveline Street (Baptist Church and* will ar
Thompson. Miss Berla Lord, Miss rive in town as soon as possible. Mr.
Arlene Chaples, Miss Ruth Conant, Campbell is a native of. Maine and
Miss Eva Ames, Carol] Wixson, Sher a graduate of^ Bangor High School,
man Lord and Wesley 'Stuart.
class of 1922, and Harvard Uni
versity, 1926.
Gov. Wm. Tudor Gardiner will race
Capt. and Mrs. George Horton and
Mrs. Melvina Crawford were recent in the regatta today in his 28-foot
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Gil Cris-Craft runabout, ‘The Cam
paigner.” The runabout is motored
more at Burnham.
with a 200 h. p. (Kermath and will
Mrs. Caroline Achorn Merriam and compete in two events, stock runa
Miss Doris Bedell of Walnut Creek, bouts not over 200 h. p., and stock
Calif., left Thursday after a visit of runabouts free for all.
William Gardner Sage, 69, died at
several weeks with relatives and
friends of Mrs. Merriam for Portland, ln(s home on upper Elm street Friday
here they will be guests of relatives. morning. The deceased was born in
New.Yoi<k city but had resided in
When Miss Margaret G. Stahl re Camden for ten years. He is sur
turned from the Rose Festival early vived by one sister, Mrs. Clara V.
Thursday evening she found her home Chater, who lived with/ him. Mr.
taken over by several of her friends Sage came to Camden on account of
as a birthday surprise for her. Bridge his health but was in business in
was in order, with honors falling to Wall Street previous to moving here.
Mrs. Flora Berry. Mrs. Kvle Perry, The funeral will be held Sunday at
Mrs. Frank D. Lamb. Miss Lotta the residencee at 1 o’clock, Rev.
Skinner and Mrs. Annie Saviile. The .Ralph Hayden officiating, and inter
refreshment table was prettily deco ment will be in Moutain Street ceme
rated In garden flowers, the center- tery,
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Champion and
piece being the birthday cake made
by Mrs. Lamb. The guests presented Miss Cathryn Gibson of iNew York
Miss Stahl with' a dainty remem are making their first visit to Cam
den and are delighted with its scenery
brance.
and attractions.
Miss Eleanor Rogers ef Haverhill,
Mass., is the guest of MidS Marion
Richardson, Maple street.

The Lobster Pot
ON

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

THE OLD STEAMBOAT WHARF

Benefit Organ Fund

AT

FRIENDSHIP, MAINE

Nettie Green Kittredge, New York, Soprano

Safe Landing For Boats

John Fay, Portland, Pianist

Ample Parking Space For Autos

Edna Wellington Smith, Accompanist

Fishing and Bathing Off Wharf
A Delightful View of Friendship Harbor and Islands

* TICKETS $1.00

From Lunch Room
Lobsters and Clams Fresh At All Times

S9-11

ENCHANTING

ROSE

Home Cooking

FESTIVAL
.

Educational Club’s Delightful Outdoor Event—Governor
and Mrs. Gardiner Present—The Program
"Rose Cliffs,” the attractive sum being Dorothy Boynton, Barbara
mer home of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Law Rogers, Josephine Pellieane, Anna
rence, was never seen to greater ad Pellicane. Victoria Lombardo, Vir
ginia
Ulmer,
Catherine
Jordan,
vantage than on Thursday when the Pauline Oliver and Edith Dondis.
spacious grounds were opened for a
Florence Dean, dressed in Colonial
Rose Festival under the auspices of costume, recited “An Old Sweetheart
the Woman’s Educational Club, the of Mine” (James Whitcomb Riley),
outstanding feature being the pres Ruth Dondis appearing as the old
ence of Governor and Mrs. Wm. Tudor sweetheart. At the end , the two
Gardiner.
danced a graceful minuet.
The beauty of the grounds, with
Priscilla Parker of Miami, attend
the rose embowered cliffs at the ing the Camden regatta aboard the
entrance flanked by blue larkspur, yacht “Miss Priscilla,’’ stopped off
the profusion of larkspur and poppies to attend the Festival, and gave sev
in other garden sp<^s and the cool eral readings in an extremely fas
stretch of grove, was enhanced by cinating manner.
Harold Dondis
sunny skies and a refreshing breeze read Kipling’s “Gunga Din,” para
relieving the heat of the day. Com phrasing the last lines “You are
fortable chairs were placed in the bigger man than I am, Gov. Gardiner”
grove and about the lawns, and with which brought down the house. The
the large number of people moving program, arranged and presented
about presented a colorful and ani by Florence Dean and Ruth Dondis,
mated scene.
won enthusiastic acclaim. *
In the receiving line were Gover
At tea time sandwiches, stuffed
nor and Mrs. Gardiner, Mayor and eggs, escalloped dishes, cakes, tea.
Mrs. (Charles M. Richardson. Mrs. coffee and punch were served a la
Mary Perry Rich, president of the cafeteria. At a special table«were
Educational Club, and Mr. and Mrs. seated Governor and Mrs. Gardiner,
E. M. Lawrence. Governor Gardiner Councillor and Mrs. Raymond E
was presented by Mayor Richardson Thurston, and Col. and Mrs. Basil
to the master of ceremonies. Harold H. Stinson. At another table nearby
Dondis, the 7-year-old (son of Mr. and were seated other honor guests In
Mrs. Joseph Dondis. In clear, ring cluding Mayor and Mrs. Richardson
ing tones that couid be heard at and Mrs. Rich. Just before serving
every point of the grounds, Haro’d began Gov. Gardiner gave a brief ad
told the Governor that it was not dress, in which he expressed the
only the parents who were pleased pleasure he and Mrs Gardiner were
when they heard that he was com enjoying in the occasion. His grace
ing to Rockland, but that the chil ful and dignified remarks were
dren and even the flowers, the birds warmly received.
and the fairies, were glad.
Then
Mrs. Ida Simmons, as chairman
conducting the Governor to a seat, of the general committee, was assist
in his inimitable manner, he said: ed by Mrs. C. Earle Ludwlck. Mrs.
“With your kind permission we will Katherine Brawn, Mrs. Berkley D.
try to entertain you for a while.”
Winslow. Mrs. Eva Ballard, Mrs. J.
The program opened with the E. Stevens, with Miss Marian Brawn
tlance of the Fairies, the participants presiding over the punch .bowl, other
being Mildred Schnabel, Ione Lou committees were: Hostess, Mrs. L.
raine, Edith House, Virginia Rad X. Lawrence, chairman, Mrs. Frank
cliffe and Cecile Tardiff. The fairies Tirrell, Jr., Mrs. Arthur Lawrence.
then stood as art honorary guard for Mrs. W. H. Rhodes and Mrs. C. A.
the Governor while Felice Perry, Rose; finance, Mrs. Charles Small
fittingly costumed, sang Rose Bud’s and Mrs. Eugene Kelley; flowers.
Secret, which was that the Fairies Mrs. Lilia Williams, Mrs. Katherine
had brought flowers from Fairyland ' Brawn and Mrs. Harriet Norton.
for everyone present, the best and The small boys of the Elephant Club
largest .bouquet being for the first also assisted ably in moving furni
lady of the State, Mrs. Wm. Tudor ture and in various other ways.
Gardiner. After another dance be
The entire affair will linger long in
fore the distinguished guests, the the memory of those who attended—
Fairies proceeded to shower their the presence of distinguished guests,
pretty favors on all present.
the beautiful home and grounds, the
A garland dance was presented by delightful entertainment, and last but
a group of girls dressed as old-fash not least, the charming hospitality of
ioned garden flowers, the dancers th’e hosts. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence.

Harvey, Miss Alice Fuller, Miss Ruth
Davis, Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee,
Mrs. Ralph Smith. Mrs. Fred True,
And Something About the Miss Alcada Hall of Thomaston, J. F.
Noted Pianist Who Is To Gregory. L. A. Walker, Rev. C. G.
Robbins ot Hope, Miss Adelaide
Take Part
Cross, Mrs. L. R. Campbell, Mrs.
Grace Daniels, Miss Gertrude Heal.
An interesting feature of the con Miss Adelaide Holmes, Miss Myrtle
cert to be given in the Universalist Herrick, Mrs. Leola Noyes, Miss
auditorium Monday evening starring I Gladys Blethen, Miss Edith1 MacAINettle Green Kittredge, soprano, of man Mrs. A. C. McLoon, Mrs. Lin
New York, will he the appearance of wood Rogers, Mr, and Mrs. H. O.
John E. Fay, pianist, of Portland as Gurd.v, Miss Jean McKenzie, Miss
assisting artist.
Lucy Marsh, Miss Maud Staples, Mrs.
Mr. Fay is considered as one of the Clarence Beverage, Miss Evelyn
most talented musicians in the State. Sherer, Mrs. Charles Smalley, Miss
The greater part of his piano train Hazel Keller, Miss Elizabeth Post.
ing was received from Frank L. Miss Jennie Trusscll,' Mrs. Mary
Itankin of the Virgil Clavier School o' Messer. Mrs. W. F. Tibbetts, Miss
Portland. Since Mr. Rankin's with Josephine Thorndike, Mrs. Cora Kit
drawal from active teaching. Mr. Fay tredge, Mrs. Cleveland 'Sleeper, Mrs.
has been carrying oirthe work of the P. P. Bicknell, Mrs. Almon Cooper,
school himself with success. Dur Bradford Burgess, Mrs. Hazel At
ing the spring and summer of 1927, wood, and Miss Thelma Blackington.
We was a pupil of Isidor Philipp of Tickets may be procured from any
Paris, the renowned piano pedagogue one of this commUtee, and they are
and professor at the Paris Conserva also on sale at Mrs. Clara Johnson's
toire. He also carried on the study millinery store, the Roseway Beauty
of the organ under Joseph Bonnet, Shop. F. J. Simonton Co., Maine Mu
organist of St. Eustaehe in Paris and sic Co., J. F. Gregory Sons Co., the
recitalist of note, (in his return from Ma Belle Beauty Shop.
Paris. Mr. Fay was featured In a
. concert In Frye Hail. Portland when
NORTH WARREN
Hie created a real sensation by his re
Blueberries are ripening rapidly
markable technical efficiency and In
and many of them are ready to rake.
terpretative power. Mrs. Leola Flint
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch enter
Noyes of this city is a pupil of Mr. tained Mr. and Mrs. Simmons of
Pay.
Rockland over the weekend.
Mr. Fay’s program for Monday eve
Mr. and Mrs. George Grade an 1
ning will include numbers by Chopin. family were visitors of his mother
Schumann, Dehussy, Meskowski and last week.
Paderewski.
P. G. Creighton was in town recent
The concert, sponsored by the or ly raking blueberries to ship to Bos
gan fund committee, has this com ton.
mittee in charge: Miss Margaret (I.
Stahl, chairman. Miss Mabel F.
CUSHING
Ixmib, Mrs. Ella S. Bird, Mrs. Kath
The ladies’ aid will serve slipper
erine Veazie, Mrs. Faith G. Berry.
Mrs. Gladjfs Morgan. Miss Hope at the Town house July 92 at 6
Greenlialgh. Mrs Ava Lawry, Mrs. o'clock, daylight,
Mrs. Eldrean Orff is visiting hfr
Lucia Burpee. Mrs. Hervey Allen.
Mrs. E. F. Glover, John Robinson. daughter, Mrs. Raytbert Stevens of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard. Mr. South Cusring.
The farmers in town are harvesting
and Mrs. J. A. Jameson. Miss Eiiza' hetli Jameson. Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Mr.-, their hay rapidly, taking advantage
('■race Ayers Black, Mrs. Joseph of the fine weather.
. I'rewster of Camden. Miss Lucy
SUNDAY, AUGUST
Rhodes, Miss Harriet Parmalee. Mrr.
M. E. Wotton. Miss Beatrix Flint,
BUXTON’S SPECIFIC
$2.50
la prnrins Its worth.
While ellmlnatlDi
ROUND TRIP FROM ROCKLAND Wilbur Senter Jr., Mrs. Emma
your

Good Roads From Waldoboro

Phones—Waldoboro 19-31—19T4—9006-3
89S98

Oakland Park
TONIGHT
HUDSON ESSEX CHALLENGERS
Radio Entertainers
Admission 50 Cents

Mis. Carl Borgerson and children
returned Wednesday from a week’s
visit at Old Orchard. Mrs. Maud
Walls and daughter Frances, former
ly of Rockland, now of North Scitu
ate, R. I., are with them.

GEORGE O’BRIEN in
“ROUGH ROMANCE”

NOW
SHOWING

3 Days Commencing

Mon. Eve., July 28

THE MAE EDWARDS
PLAYERS
in their
21st Engagement
Presenting

The Comedy That Kept New York Laugh
ing for One Solid Year

“THE MOUSE”
Also

A COMING CONCERT

Seven Acts Vaudeville and the Famous
Mae Edwards Novelty Orchestra
Reserved Seats Now on Sale at

Box Office
Matinees—Tue.», Wed., 2.C0 P. M.; Evg. 8.15 P. M.
PRICES—Evg. Orchestra 50c; Balcony 35c
Matinees, 15c, 35c

Mrs. Earl Harbach and chifdren j
Joan and Howard of Bangor are oc- '
cupying the “Treasure Chest" at
Cooper’s Beach for two weeks, as I
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman I
Young.
,
j
Margaret and Beverley Havener
entertained at their home on Broad
way Wednesday as an observance of
their 6th and 5th birthdays respect
ively. The guests were Dorothy and
Raymond Kennedy, Clifford Cameron.
Pauline anti Ruth Spear, Ruth
Nichols, Barbara Lamb. Dorothy,
Pauline and Elmer Havener Vir
ginia Bowley, Roderick Crandall,
Vivian Oakes, Nancy Howard, Junior
Butler and Norma Havener. Miss
Lucy Marsh, a special guest, assisted
in games, and Vivian Oakes, Ruth
Nichols and Xorma Havener assisted
in serving. The little guests were
served on this lawn, the treat being
cqtely arranged in sand pails.

3rd

Only

PHONE 92
For Special Train Service
88-91
MflIMF. I

:Hentrai
.
ailroao

RHEUMATISM

DANCE
MONDAY NIGHT
.ROCKPORT TOWN HALL
"STICK” 6MITH And His Orchestra
Will Furnish the Music

89»lt

It purifies and enriches the blood and
puts the stomach and nerves In the best
of condition. Let us send you a booklet
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co..
Abbot Village. Maine. For eale at all
leading drug stores.

Ona of tha
Publix
Thaatraa

Home of
Paramount
Picture!

Tel. 409

MONDAY-TUESDAY
King of he-men play-boys swings
out of the sky into the arms of
the loveliest lady racketeer that
ever drove a caveman half batty
with love.

OLD QRCHARD
BEACH
Mr. and Mrs. George Gilmore of
Burnham who have been guests of I
Mrs. Melvina Crawford at the home
EXCURSION

of Capt. George Horton, Cedar street, !
have returned home.

Mrs. Margaret Robinson, daughter
Mrs. Addie Rogers and gianddaughter
Margaret Otella Rogers, leave today
for Swan’s Island, where they will
occupy their old home the rest of
the vacation.
•x

VICTOR McLACLEN
In the Fox Movietone Comedy

“ON THE LEVEL”
With

LILYAN TASHMAN, WM. HARRIGAN
—(ALSO—

Paramount Sound News
Vitaphcne Acts
“Oh Darling,” a Charlie Chase Comedy
TODAY ONLY

GARY COOPER
‘A MAN FROM WYOMING”
PUBLIX

SHOWS
Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 11.00
“EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT”

Horns sf
Parsmount
f'irturss
TLL. 892

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 26,
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Every-Other-Day
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COOLING MEALS
FOR SWELTERING DAYS

WARREN

Daily Service

OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN
Rev. D. T. Burgh will supply at
By Marie Gifford, Department Of
the Baptist Church Sunday as Rev.
Food Economies, Armour and Com
and Mrs. H. M. Purrington plan to
pany
spend the weekend at East Auburn.
(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Mrs. Robert Walker entertained
Central Maine Power Company)
To stay out of the kitchen and sur
two tables at bridge Tuesday eve
prise your family with a delightfully
ning in honor of Mrs. Merton Thayer
cooling hut satisfying evening meal
who returned Friday to her home in
is a real accomplishment, but- one
Correct Table Service
Boston.
easily attained when you serve
Mrs. Eaura Starrett motored to
I it or in front of it. The cups and
Augusta Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs.
This is the second saucers should he placed on the left Armour's Fixed Flavor Star Ham.
John Starrett and guest Miss Gault.
of four articles on eor- ,,f the hostess, never piled more than The fact that Fixed Flavor Star Ham
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Boggs and
reet table service and jn twos and with the handles of tHe j keeps well in the home refrigerator
family of South Portland arrived
decoration
: rups toward the hostess. When the I and nJay bp simmered or baked in
Thursday to spend the weekend with
1 lie forks with the hostess pours she never lifts the cup ..
. .
.
,
,
,
„
pvrention
of
the
porki
»
truit juices in the morning when the
txcepuon oi me (ock
from the
table but turns the bever| Levi Boggs and Miss Edna r. Boggs
tail or oyster forks.are age jnt0 tjie cup. She places the j kitchen is cool, then served warm,
Miss Arlene Sawyer has as her
direct steamer to New '.oik. steamer .1 1
placed at the left. The supar to the left of the handle on the or thoroughly chilled sliced thick, or
guest Miss Gertrude Adams of Hart
MORSE leave K.»« k';r.d ’.1’ a M st.u Jar- turned to Hartford. < onn.
salad
and
dessert saucer and the spoon to the right of thin, according to the family taste,
Time Dnllv including Sunday for Par Harbor
m,.s Henrv Genthner of Nohleboro ford. Conn, and Miss Evelyn Sawyer
and intermediate landings. Sieam-r SOI Til
...
*
.
..
forks may
also be The handle. Iaemon or fruit when • makes it a truly summer meat,
PORT" leaves It.. Ida ol ’ '■
U si .ndard I
vii it.ng her daughter Mrs. Blanche has as her guest Miss Ruth Miller
placed at the left pro- use(j with tea may be placed directly! To really appreciate the delicacy
of Newport.
Time'Daily inc’udine Sunday for Rrooklin and J Lovett.
viding they are the
jn tjlp CUp
loaf sugar is always I < f thes * hams, purchase a whole or
Intermediate
landings.
„
..............................
,
Mrs. Fannie Davis of May’s LandMr. and Mrs. Charles Wellington
only pieces of silver ytace(j jn the saucer.
» half Fixed Flavor Star Ham. simmer
8,earner, BELFAST or <
inu, x
is visltlng j,r. and Mrs. and son Fred of West Medford spent
daily Includin Sunday «t 5 A.
remaining on the
Salt and peppers should be placed ' hi water or bake it. following the
1 last weekend with Mr. -nd Mrs.
Time bn- Camden, Belfast
t and Alfred Storer.
table.
If a coffee ; wpere they may be easily reached, recipe given below, and then just
Bangor.
Mrs. Levi Copeland Mrs. Lizzie Charles McKellar.
spoon or any other silver is there epry an(j. arrange ap things conveni- taste how good these leftover bits
Reduced (Rates for automobiles accompanied
Mrs.
Frank
Cushman
of
Thomas

lb ffses. Mrs. Guy Lermond and Miss
by passengers,
the fork is placed at the left. The entiy and symetrically.
are when concocted into intriguing
For reservations apply Wharf Office Glenys lxrmond of Thomaston have ton is spending the week with Mrs. tines of tthe forks arex always up
When the table has been set. place different dishes.
Cecil Cushman.
been at Mrs. Lillian Neuherger's,
when placed on the table, when
chairs so the edges of the seats 1
Virginia Star Ham
Paul Rowe of Auburn has been
yr and j(rg Thomas Copeland ae- carrying food to the mouth and when arp within half an inch of the table .
Tbat wi„ nol break the ,ine I Cover a 10 pound Fixed Flavor Star
pass.ng a few days at the home of his POmpanied by Mr. and Mrs. H. M. placed on the plate at the end of the cJoth
father Charles Rowe.
Robinson and son George motored meal.
of the cloth and will enable the guests Ham with water, add 3 carrots. 2
glcamufiip
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse motored gundaJ. to Jefferson Lake.
The knife is at the right of the plate to seat themselves with little or no , onions, a stalk of celery, 6 cloves, a
to lkiston Tuesday returning with
C. R. (tverloek and crew are doing ' with the sharp or cutting edge to moving of chairs until they are seated' , bla‘le of n,:,< e and 1 'a''>H>oon dark
Cupt. and Mrs. W. (). Wallace of some cement work in Union.
ward the plate. The spoons are at
After the table is set it should he > molasses, l^et come to a boil, then
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Bremen. Friends of Capt. Wallace
George Starrett is driving a new ! the right of the knife. The bread carefully checked over to see that ' simmer fpr 3 hours. Cool in the
STEAMBOAT CO.
are pleased to learn that he is im- por(jor sedan,
nd butter spreader is placed at an nothint/is missing. The setting of a !iquid When cold remove the rind.
BUMMER ARRANGEMENT
proved in health since a recent opera
Mr. and Mrs. William Russell en- j angle across the bread and buttei table may make or spoil the success cut ham into slices and serve cold.
Eastern Standard Time
Spiced Baked Star Ham
tion.
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Gail Pollard plate. This is the only violation ot
any meal that a hostess may he
Vinalhaven Line
12 pound Fixed Flavor Star Ham.
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
Dr. P. Goodrich Cadieu has been in of Fairfield. Mrs. Preston Cadwalder the law that all silver should _be plying and it is one of the many
Sunday at 7.00 A M and 100 I» M Arriv- B
several days.
of Niagara Falls. Mr. and Mrs. placed squarely on the table. The thinss ,n thp running of a homP that ' 1 teaspoon mustard (4 cup 'brown
Inc
Ing at Rockland at 8.20 A M. and 2 ill I’. XI
..
.....
teaspoon paprika. Vi cup
F. Roger Miller of North Berwick Thomas Hodgkins and family of bread and butter plate is placed at the should not be treated with indif sugar,
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M and
vinegar. S cup water (in which ham
3.30 I’. M. direct for N'inalliav»-II. arriving at has been visiting his mother Mrs. Ida J Brooklyn. N. Y.. Mr. and Mrs. I. L. ' left of the fork at its top. The water ference.
10.50 A. M and 4.5H p >|
was cooked). 6 red apples, whole
Miller.
Caler
____ ___
and ______
family of Thomaston Mr. glass is placed at tiie tip of the knife
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
cloves.
Mr. and Mrs. George Patneau of|an<j \irs. Dana Smith and famil
or just at the right but never left of
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6 00 A. M.
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND
(Plunge Fixed Flavor Star Ham into
Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar Providence and Mis. Donald Perry j,rg |ida nllssell. George Starrett the knife. The bread and butter plate
rive at Rockland at 9.00 A. M. Returning of Rockland have been guests of Mrs.
water, boil ten minutes, reduce heat,
and daughter Annie at a picnic lunch and water glass balance' the cover.
leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
The Methodist Aid will meet with and simmer two hours. Remove rind.
The napkin should be simply folded
Stonington at 4 00. due to arrive at Swan’s Medora Perry.
Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Herrick Friday after Sprinkle the fat surface with the
Island about 5.00 Jp. ||
' At a meeting of the Memorial Asso
Mrs. A. T. Norwood. Mrs. H. D and placed at the left of the forks if
72-tf
B. H STINSON. General Agent
ciation hold at the office of Judge Sawyer, Misses Arlene and Evelyn there is room: if not. it maybe placed noon. The last meeting was with mustard and paprika. Pour over the
Harold Smith the following list of Sawyer and their guests Miss Gert- on the place plate if one is used or Mrs. Lew Conary. and a baked bean vinegar and water mixed and bake in
deg
for 1 houl.
officers were elected: President. Dr. I rude Adama and Miss Ruth Miller for an informal meal between the supper was served to the members. ■ 8jow oven
Donald Hooper and Donald. Jr. of Baste frequently. Sprinkle fat surGeorge F. Coombs; vice president. recently enjoyed a picnic at tiie farm knife and fork. If the napkin is
John T. Gay; clerk. Arthur M. Chute;
Mrand Mrg. c. A. Simmons in embroidered with an initial or mono Millinocket are guests of Mr .and face with th? brown sugar, dot with
whole cloves. Place the washed and
treasurer. Charles Rowe: trustees. I L-nion
gram this should face Che guest. A Mrs. Lewis Butman.
Alonzo Sprague is in Portland for cored red apples around the ham. con
Ilr. G. AV. Coombs. John Dvorak. Fred
Harold Boggs will return to brook- luncheon napkin may be folded in a
tinue baking without basting for 1
lyn Sunday. Mrs. Harold Boggs and rectangle or liffangle according to its a few days.
Simmons.
Reginald Smith of Massachusetts hour. Total time: 5 hours. Serves
daughter Helene with Elia Davis as size and design.
her guest will spend the remainder of
if tea or coffee is to be served from is visiting his grandmother Mrs. 16 to IS.
Mrs. Elvesta D. Feyler
the summer at the Montgomery the table, the pot should be placed on ] Flora Smith.
j
• gtar Ham Sa|arf
Mrs. Elvesta D. (Creamer) Feyler.
the right of the hostess, leaving
A party of young people met at the
71. widow of Albert S. Feyler. died .‘ p aM
,^r and Mis. A. H. Farnham of room to place a cup and saucer be- evening and gave them a surprise 1 3 cups diced cooked Fixed Flavor
Saturday at her home on the
i Br‘jpi,ton Mass . have been the guests tween the pot and hostess' cover.
party, i* being his birthday anniver- Star Ham. 1 cup.crisp lettuce shred
Waldohoro road. She is survived by
Mj.und Mr'g E R Clark. Mrs
The eream and sugar should he sary. The time was well passed with ded, 1 cup chopped swegt pickles. 14
clip diced cucum
two sons Leslie A. of AValdohoro and , JenVe Pet<ec and daughter Mrs. placed in front of the hostess the s-ames. after which refreshments were cup diet (I celery.
Ralph B. of Fitchburg. Mass, two
H^Bry Kf,l,prM and gon R|ci,ard of handle of the pitcher toward herand , served by Mrs. Ames. It was a very bers (if desired), ’i cup mayonnaise
dressing. Vi cup sweet led pepper,
daughters Mrs. Bessie R. Sumner; of
'c
Ma
thflr
tg fQr the sugar bowl with the tongs beside happy occasion.
I chopped.
Rockland and Mrs. Audrey A. trench I
this week.
Toss all ingredients together;
of Waldoboro, a sister Mrs. Francena
The Wednesday evening meeting at
, moisten with mayonnaise. Serve on
M. Sprague of Waldoboro, brother the Baptist Church will have for its
crisp iettiice. Garnish with mayon
Alton W. Creamer of Augusta and oy subject. "When and How We Should
naise.
Total time: 15 minutes.
two grandchildren. Rev. George AA .
Pray."
' Serves r':;.
rUHj
John Murray of Malden is visiting
aled at the funeral services which at the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. O.
Star Ham Timbales
were held at her late home Tuesday Creamer.
$OO A *0,'*<»/i>0epo'
\ cup chopped cooked Fixed Flavor
aftemoon. Interment was made in
Charles Robinson of Rockland is
Star H im.
eup Verilast Bvapolat/ie
4eo/rf*’,"PPed^ 0°A|$ X
the Rural cemetery.
spending a part of his vacation with
j rated .Milk
eup water. *4 teaspoon
relatives here.
I salt, ’i teaspoon onion juice. 4 CioverFRIENDSHIP
Barbara Perry of Thomaston Is
liloom eggs.
teaspoon pepper. Vi
announce
Mctr
visiting at Miss Sadie Phllbrnok's.
On.
I teaspoon paprika.
Serv.-z v
e°4,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Wyllie have
•Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gleason and
'Beat the eggs add the liquid and
L9n°th aa V Fr^ ^ d°r
son of Dover. Mass., are occupying had as their guests Mr. and Mrs.
^•rrOr
seasoning, then the ham. Pour into
^•rcui ®c.
N9
*Ph,'©ne 1 '°'ioq
, 'fa/<
^^<nc
buttered timbale molds: place in pan
their camp at Martin's Point for a Wesley Cook and daughter Eleanor
of Mansfield. Mass.
of hot water and cover with greased
few weeks.
The duet by Mrs. Charles Overlook
paper. Bake in a moderate oven (350
Willis Rauskoib and Dr. Mitchell
deg. F.) until firm (and a silver knife
of Medford. Mass., are spending the and Chester Wyllie at the Baptist
Church last Sunday was much en
stuck into the center of eaeli timbale
Ofe ejr«
weekend at The Spruces.
joyed.
comes out clean) about 25 minutes.
Mrs. Marion G. Noyes of Brookline
The Rebekah picnic at Crawford
Total time: 40 minutes. Makes six
79-tf
;« visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Mother. Lake Wednesday was enjoyed bv
medium sized timbales.
•
A slight accident occurred en Da- abQut <() pe,.gong
Picnic lunch xvas
vis Point Thursday when a Ford served in a pine grove at shore and
ccupe driven by James Taylor collid as a special treat some had contribut
3°o.
Fr.n
ed with a Ford driven by Ralph Slm- ed ice cream. Several took advantage
m, ns
Both cars were damaged of the good bathing facilities.
<00.
F ' S-00
somewhat hut no one was injured.
Don't forget the Congregational
Miss Abhy Louise Spear is visiting Sunday School picnic at Jefferson
Mr and Mrs. Matt Jones at Bluehill
Lake July 30. If stormy it will l»e
Ramon Novarro in "Devil May I held the next fair day.
Care." will be the feature piftur" at j W. L. Lawry left Tuesday for a
.he Playhouse Saturday. Dancing two weeks'
____
visit In Augusta with
wi:h Pierce's orchestra of Augusta. Migg Florence Tolman.
\>ti, 'n l\io
will follow the mot Us.
i The 4-H Club will meet at the BapMrs. G'ace May ' Be.den is pin (jgt fhurch next Wednesday at 2
°^s0,^0er
gressi'g 1 . >' favorably at . a e , 0.c|o(>g Miss Loana Spearin. county
nt; hospital. Portland af er a r. - : r|uh |pa(,er wj|, be present and after
,ent operation for appendicitis.
the mee'ing members will go to
Miss Ruth Cause of Prince
y las 1 ^-arrpn sta-jon to see the cattle train,
-eturned home after a visit with Mr i Mrg
Hayes, Miss Marie
and Mrs. AV. D. AVotton.
Hayes and Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Teague
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wotton anu j visitpd relatives in East
Union
B
daughter have returned to New York Wednesday.
after visiting at AV. J. Wotton s.
Mrs. Harlow Browne entertained
relatives from Thomaston Tuesday.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Newbert enter
tained Mrs. Delia Hayes and daugh
Mrs. Gertie Burns of the village ter Marie of West Somerville. Mass.,
and Mrs. Jane Simmons of South Wednesday at dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. William Barrows have
AValdohoro visited Mrs. Hattie Burns
’old their home in Medford, Mass.,
last Tuesday.
Miss Rutli Bradford is in ill health. and moved here to make their future
Rev. Alex. Raita and Mrs. H. J. home.
A. L. Oliver has employment in
Autio went to Portland last Thursday
to visit Mr. Autio who is a patient at Thomaston.
you a
Christine Browne has entered the
the State Street Hospital.
William Havener is employed by employ of the Stonington Furniture
ROOM WITH
William King in Waldoboro during Co. of Rockland.
Marjorie Spear, who has been suf
haying.
PRIVATE BATH
, Old8nloblle is so easy to handle—both in
Ralph Copeland spent last week fering with blood poisoning in her
for
with relatives in Th'cmaston and finger. Is now improving.
traffic and on the highway—that it’s hard
.Mrs. Nellie Orbeton is at her sum
Warren.
$2.E0
to realize when you’re driving, just what a
Mrs. Julia Miller of Rockland is mer home at the Anderson place.
including
visiting relatives in this place for a North Warren for the summer.
big, comfortable, roomy car this is. In the
Miss Susie M. Hahn spent Thursday
few weeks.
FREE GARAGE
first place, all controls are exceptionally
Mrs. C. L. Kales. Mrs. A. L. Burns in Thomaston, guest of Mrs. James
Accommodations
ind Misses Dorothy and Edna Hyler Feyler and Miss Mary Rice.
convenient and easy to reach. Steering may
Ittendod the Grange meeting Friday
A room with both bath
be done with the fingertips. Clutch and
NORTH
WALDOBORO
evt ning at South Waldoboro.
and shower $3.C0, $3.50
Miss Irene Morton of the village
brakes
respond instantly. Gear-shifting is
Rocm for Two nt
visited last week with Mrs. A. W.
Merle Harriman of Readfleld was a
$3 50, $4.00. $4.50
smooth
and silent. And a touch on the
recent business visitor In this place.
Morton.
Special Weekly Rate
F. H. Haining of Rockland was in
‘Mr. and Mrs. Janies Storer attend
accelerator means immediate action. These
t- wn Friday on business.
ed the birthday celebration of Elijah
Modi line and Beatrice Miller spent Harriman which was held in 'South
things, combined with the restfulness of
ast Thursday in Thomaston guests AVarren Grange hall. Friday. Mr.
Oldsmobile
’s Fisher bodies, give driving
at the home of their uncle D. S. Harriman was 98 years old.
comfort of the finest sort. Come in and
Miss Beulah Mank is In Northamp
MI'ler.
Mrs. Sanford H.vler of Thomaston ton where she has employment.
see this car. Drive it yourself. You will
visited a few days last week at the
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Joudrey
homo of her brother A. A*. Grafton.
who have been at George Eugley's
find it a real pleasure.
Mr, and Mrs A. L. Hussey visited the past few weeks left Saturday for
rrlativns at Port Clyde last week.
Old Orchard Beach and will go from
Mr. and Mrs. A. Spear of Warren there to Pittsfield. Mass.
TWO-DOOR SEDAN.
b f. o. b. Lansing. Mich.
Grace Hart who has been passing
visited Mrs. Olive Orne Sunday.
S< veral from this place were in her vacation ivith her parents Mr. and
Rockland Saturday evening to attend Mrs. Lexton Mank returned Saturday
Spore Tire and Bumpert Extra
to Northampton. Mass.
! tin movies and for shopping.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert of IginMr. and Mrs. Walter Townsend
and children and Mrs. V. Cameron caster, Penn., was a visitor in this
if Southport visited at A. A. Orne's place Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul ’Meserlam and
Sunday.
Raymond Carter and family of daughter of Roxbury. Mass., who
Portland are visiting his sister Mrs. have been hoarding at John Burnheimer's the past txvo weeks, re
A. I.. Burns.
C. I.. Fales went to Waldoboro turned to their home Thursday.
iRev. W. D. iBatchelder and Alden
Monday. returning in a new Ford
Winchenbach were in AA'aldoboro
truck.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Prior and Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. AY. R. AValter. Mr and
daughter of the village were at R. W.
Mrs E. C Teague motored Sunday to
Bradford's Sunday.
A crew of men from this place is Warren, where they were the guests
EDWARD K. GOULD
21 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
working at Beech Hill, Rockport of Mrs Ida Libh.v.
picking blueberries for Black and
Attorney at Law
It is to be noted that the Treasury
Gay's Thomaston factory.
(Formerly Juage of Probate)
Emerson Perkins of Warren and waited until Congress was about to
Special Attention to Probate Matter,
Mrs. D S. Maloney and daughter Avis adjourn before announcing there is
PRODUCT
OF
GENERAL
AVOTORS
and Real Estate Titles
$200,000,000
surplus—Wichita
of Cushing were visitors Monday at a
Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave.
Eagle.
II. J. Marshall's.
tStl
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hovey and
Miss Virginia Hovey who have been
(Including Sunday)
visitors at F. A. Hovey’s have re
turned to Newtonvilte, Mass.
Mrs. .Julia Coolidge. Miss Gertrude
Coolidge and Mr. and Mrs. Lockhart
of Framingham. Mass., are guests of
Miss Edna M. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Jones of
Boothbay Harbor were recent guests
of Mr.^nd Mrs. Joseph Jones.
Creamer
Capt. Willard Wade, who recently
pftssed a few days at his home here,
Freight and Passenger Service lias returned to Brooklyn X. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stenger. who
Salt on the "<'.WII»KX" or "BKt.FAST' an
<1»y Including Sun.kii. at s I' M standard have been
visiting the Thomas
Time for Bnooii. « mii inliiiis at H< Him with S:cnwrs at Martin's Point, have re-

BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND

EASTERN
linen
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SO EASY
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Oldsmobile
MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE[,
1■

2

3

4

5

7

10
IZ
17

ll

15

lb

32

33

swi
20

19

22

23

•

M

2b

II

■

IM

lb

iw
18

8

25

27

L9

28

30

3l

35

34

W
37

3b
MO

Ml
Mb

w
38

Mb

47

49

50

HORIZONTAL
1-To separate
5-Part of a ship
9-Pertainlng to the
poles
10-Volcano on Island
of Martinique
12- Egyptian eun-god
13- Preflx—three
14- Sheltered side
15-A bronze coin of
R«me
17-Hostelry
19-Anxjous
20- Stage of life
21- Dsily fare
23- A heap
24-Tallies
25- Wanted
26- Pereolated
30-lnsect
34-To remove the out
side covering
35- Severod

MM

M2
48

t

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
36- Metric land meas
ure
•
37- Divers’ disease
39- A number
40- A division of the
Bible (abbr.)
41- Tabiet
42- Moisture
44- Company (abbr.)
45- A domestic animal
47-Smallest
49- Stem of a tall grass
50- Mistskss
VERTICAL
1- ltalian river
2- High (music)
3- Slightly cooked
4- Hardshlps
5- III temper
6- A noble
7- Beverage
8- Musleal note
9- Fesr ■
111-Large bird

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12-Destroys '
j
1#-To sow seed
18-Combining form. '
New
"'
2O-A«sist
22- Part of the stomach
of an ox
23- 8mall
,
26- Extendover
27- The globe on which
we dwell
28- Sooner than
29- Conveyed by a deed
30- Pleee of harness
a
31- Speck
’
32-To build
33- A city In W. Nevada
37- Poundatlon
38- 0ne who foretells
events
41-Pre fix—before
43-Confllet
•
48-Elther
48-Steamship (abbr.)

Solution to Previous Puzzle.

NORTH CUSHING
Mr .and Mrs. William Farnham of
Portland are passing their vacation
at Mrs. Ida Smith's.
Wendall Flagg and Robert Gilchrest
returned Wednesday to Winchendon.
Mass.
.Mr. and Mrs. Dean Hall and Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Smith were in
Farmington Supday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Elson of Rich
mond. Calif., are guests of Charles
Kaura.
Mrs. Lyman Bates of Leominster.
Mass., is with her mother at IE. ig.
Vose’s.
Leo IJndell and Harold Smith wete
in Winchendon. Mass., over the
weekend', returning with the house
hold goods of Mrs. Nellie 'Benner who
will soon take up her residence in her
new home here.

ASH POINT
Mr .and Mrs. Fred Fiedette, Mr. and
Mrs. IJnwood Dyer and Maurice
Harvey motored to the Rangly
J-akes Sunday and reported a delight
ful trip.
John F. Newman has returned
home from Fort Williams and is now
in Auburn for rifle practice.
Mrs. Elinor Fredette. J. R. Mullins.
.Maurice Harvey. Mrs. Effie Dyer and
Mrs. Ella Hare motored to Spruce
I lead Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crowley of
Lynn are visiting his mother. Mrs.
Jennie Crov^ey.
Mrs Eugene Durell of Augusta was
a weekend visitor of her uncle, J. R.
Mullins.
Miss Florence E. Hare, Mrs. Lida
J. Carey and Miss Louise M. Carey,
all of Waltham. Mass., motored
through and spent the weekend with
Hrs. Ella C. IHare, returning home
Sunday.

Little Girl, 10, Eats So
Much Mother Amazed
“My 10-year-old daughter had no
appetite. Then we gave her Vlnot.
and now she eats so much we are
amazed.”—Mrs. W. Joosten.
Vinol supplies the 'body important
mineral elements of iron, calcium
with cold liver peptone. This is just
what thin, nervous children or adults
need, and the QUICK results are
surprising.
The very FI'RST bottle
brings sound sleep and a BIG appe
tite. Vinol tastes delicious! C. H.
Moor & Co., Druggists.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
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Used Furniture
For
CAMP OR COTTAGE
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
We are offering lome remark
able bargains in just what you
need to furniah camp or cottage
or to fit up that room at home at
low coat.
A complete line of Household
Goode—all bargains—hornet fur
nished from attic to cellar, Stoves,
Refrigerators, Deiks, Safes, Musi
cal instruments, etc.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Co.
Telephone 427-R
♦1 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
75STaf
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Price
No lot too large; none too email

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or write, cert ef

G W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raleer
tts-tr

Work Done Anywhere
Prompt Service
Water pipes Repaired end Relaid.
Inside and Out. Digging included.
Pipet Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Plugged.
Cetepooli Dug
and
Rocked.
Shallow Cellara
Dug
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and
Walls Repaired.

Whereas, Ralph T. Clark of Rockland In the
County of Knox and State of .Maine, by hb
mortgage deed dated, Nov. 6. 1922. and re
corded in tiie .Knox Registry of Deeds. Book
192. Page 187, conveyed to the Rockland Loan
and’ Building Association, a Corporation
legally organized under the laws of the Stab
of Maine and having Its place of business a:
Rockland In said Knox County, a Certain
parcel of real estate situate in 'Rockland in
S. E. Eaton
the said -County of 'Knox, and hounded and
TEL. 534-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
described as follows, to wit:
Easterly by -Sweetland Street : on the Soutl
44Stf
bv land of 4!eorge 1’. Mugrldge : Westerly by
land of Frank 4. Orbeton and Northerly by
land formerly of heirs of David Gay. said
lot being one hundred and Iflfty feet long by DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
forty feet wide.
Also another lot pr parcel of land, situated
in said Rockland bounded as follows, to wit:
Osteopathic Physician
Beginning on the Westerly side of Sweetland Street and the iN'ortheasterly corner of
above described land ; thence (Westerly by sab'
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
land, forty-seven feet to land formerly of
Edwin Smith : thence by said land, in a North
Telephenee 1298: Rttldenee 8S8-M
erly direction, twenty feet to a stake: thence
Easterly forty-seven feet to a stake: thence
Southerly twenty feet to place of beginning,
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken,
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof the said Rockland Loan
and Building Association claims a foreclosure
Dentist
of said mortgage.
In witness whereof, the said Rockland Loan
ROCKLAND, ME.
and Building Ass'n has caused this Instrument 302 MAIN ST.
to be sealed with its corporate seal and signed
Telephone
915-M
in its corporate name by JIarry »O. Gurdy, its
Secretary, thereunto duly authorized, this
83tt
16th day of July in the year one thousand nine
hundred and thirty.
[Corporate Seal]
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Signed! HARRY O. GURDY
STATE OF .MAINE
35 Limereek St.
Rockland
KNOX MS
July lfitii. 1939
Personally appeared the above named Harry
Osteopathic Physician
0. Gurdy. Secretary, and made oath that the
above notice of foreclosure executed by him
in said capacity is true.
By Appointment—Tel. 13B
Before me
Graduate of American School of
(Signed! EDWARD K GOULD.
86-S-92
Justice of the J’eace.
Oateopatbjr
_
A

